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ABSTRACT

The Technology for Children Program .(T4C) is a
hands-on approach to learning which was intended to be
Vdrporated into a heavily academic atmosphere created *by
the post-Sputnick era. The, BayonneSchool District began
the program on a small level during the 1972-73 school
year. .

A study was proposed during Septeirber, 1976 through
June, 1977 to established teachers' perceptions. of students
under ttieii tutelage concerning T41 . Specifically, the re-
searcher wag cqpcerned with teachefp' attitudes concerning
the students' level of self-awareness, understanding of
technology, and academiO skills,. TheSe three areas were_
`designed as goals of T4C by the New Jersey State Director
of the Progfam.

The instrument for the study waSa specifically
designed questionnaire that sought tO explore attitudes
towards-these three goals A, randoselection of teachers
and their respective classes was made andjthe SOlomon
4-Group Design wa$ utilized'in formulating the study. ,-

. ,
The result$ of the study indicated,thatteachers

perceived signifitant.growth iii the-first two of the three
goalsa, However, no significant difference which could; be
attributed tO T4Cwa$ inaicated condewling the third goal
between the'control'anct-extiprimental groups.

The-.researcher concluded that teachers-perceiveda
higher level of selfrawareness'and understanding of tech.-
nology on the part of thtif students .aftc-exposure,to
the Technology for,Chiidren.Prbgram.. to.the
fact-that academic skills were rated similar in both' groups
even if the treatment,tT4C was%not.introduced in the con- .

trol classes, the researcher conclUded that the entire
T4C Programis of consequence and should be continued in
the Bayonne School District.
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CHAPTER I

la

Thee Problem
-

0-Although the Technology Tor Children program has
,.

been in existence for over ten years, there has not been
. /

- ---\

literdtlfr
,

e dealing with the efficacy of the pro-gram from
.*-

.

0 . -

which educdqhts oquid---assess its value. '..,

,

Many of the philosophies and concepts of the pro"-

gram seemed to parallel tile Open Classroom, Child-Centered

Learning and Individualized Instruction styles of education

but unlike these styles, proponents of the Technology for

Children Program claimed that the program affords the child
. . ,

a unique opportunity tt-exPerience manlacets.of learning
. ,

,-.

not usually available in today's scl?2, Also, the,design

of the ptoject allowed for Implementation in an infinite
,.

. .

-number f ways, thus making the program Potentially less .

obtrusi_gto the .existing curricultim, 4

This study .dealt,with the problem of assessing

teachers' perceptions concerning, the efficacy -of the. Teoh-
.

nology for Children Program.

Need for the Study ..4

; The Technology for.Ohildren. Program was initiated'
../,

in the Bayonne School System
c'
in 1973, seven years.aftei-

. its introduction in 1966 by the NeW Jersey Divisionof

to

41,
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Vocational 'EducatiOn.This "11,:inds-on" approach to learn-
, .

ingwas 'intended to -be incorporate into a heavily 'academ -'..

atmosphere. -created by, the post-SPutnick era.

,Schools ptdvide a new phase of life for thd Child,

and most parents afrid children a.lilse expect" new. concepts to
0. be learned. !Unfortunately, the implication is when -the,

child-begina schooling he should put away childish-things

. 'and begin his lessons. However, there exists a.condider-
.

j*

-0

-able ishock of separation from the horde and a' period of ac- .

commodation seems appropriate.
. r"..

:
1

. . . the process of learning develops.giradpally ,-,

and play cohtinues to be of the greatest importance
. as a *means of understanding and learning. If -it is
eliminated too -soon the, delight and pleasure 0 F . :

learning may go with it and drudgery take their
Place: Indeed the ielement of play is, valuable in t

all work throughout life.' 7

V. %
1-

One of the :first%educators most responsible for.
.

calling attenion to the importance, of play_ arid the: direct .
. /

. ,

output, of physi4a energy 'was .John Dewey., His assertion
,

that f)hysical activity is a phase of whatever .drrectlli.",

. occupies thd child, such' play. and- games, bolstered:the

40

/Q. . ' y
1 ,

. : Techhology for Children philosophy. : ,.., .
, . .--

-'N,
.4

I o / o 'it is riot So -much the objeCtive facts)
"4

much ' A.,,.

laws,- '.

,

less the scientific 19ws, tha ciknc,rn tliek c ald,
asit 3,a the direct-manip.ula on- eicialsji and

A . . .

a N P.Ile aPplication_Wf simple forms o eri grg: to pro-
duce int6xesting results. Ach -o he meaning of ,.

, = ------7-' .'

.

,,-/ ,

1

1John Blackie, Inside. the*Primdrys-SChooir
Her Majesty's Stationery Office,. 967),

of/

-12,
$
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7
artwork with little children would also be lost', if
we.efiminated this aspect of t.he_clirect-output of
phySical energy in realizing ideas: School gardens
betong.here', too. But it is pf the manual training,
the work with cardboard, wood, bent Iron, the cook-
ing, sewing, weaving,"etc., that we. have mare direct-

. ly to do. They so obyiouSly involve modes of physi-
cal activity that the name` .used to. designate them, ,

, "Manual training," has been selected on this basis
alone.1

Administrators in the Bayonne-District belielivedtat,

the students on the K-6 level could use improvementjn the

0

areas outlined as the three goals'of the T4C Project.

Objectives:
.1. Achieve better self-awareness
2. Develop a better understanding of technology'
3. Att'in a more meaningful-level of academic, skills:2

The- researcher conduCted a survey measuring teach-
, , .

ers'.pereeptions co erning the efficacy of the Technologyl's44U:

for Children Program (T4C): By the same token,..the
3

researcher provided the only existing account of the

T4C Program,which should prove helpful to educators.

Chntdren today are engulfed in a highly technological
.

,

.world; they must learn howt.teriop&-with that. technology at
-._ -y :

.

0

an early-age, but they should not learn purely from lectures-
1,

.

or textbooks. Advocatesof the '114C,tbepry ;believed that

4

I _

N 1John Dewey,. "The Place of ,Manual Training in tla.6
Elementary Course ofStudy," Manual Training Magazine
1Chitago; University ofChicago Press, July, 1901, Vol. 2,
No. 4), pp-193-194.

Fred J. Dreves, Basic--Principles of Technology for
Children (Trenton: Department of Education,' State of New
Jersey, October, 1973): p. 1.

13
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. - .

there
oi.

s no departure from oust, of technology, and
4.

the sooner that children learn to cope with technology by

.,experieneing'it themselves, the easierthe educational

process will become.

What this,' means in practice is that children in
the T4C program learn language Arts, science, mathe-
matics andisocial studies by making things. Sixth-
'graders, for example; ,learn about musicand'aSout.

...acoustics by building musical instruments. andhen
by playing them. Kindergartners stday'language arts'
by.making st k'puppets and then using them to
dramatize 'stories.

This "learn by doing" concept was deeply interwoven

into the T4C philosophy. It was anticipated that a child

will remember and understand better 'if he is afforded the
. o

opportunity to explore in a learning situation, rattier than

o

iipé expected to absorb knowledge tlirougli 'osmosis. As an

Ancient Chinese.. proverb states:.

hear . . . and I forget.
I see . and I remember'.
I do . . . and I understand.2'.

Learningimay be considered a type of play fc:r the.

child, and many types of play -are_ explorations of the phys-
- N.(

icai world. ,Through play,-the-chil0 attempts to discover

how the world is related,to his being.' Technology for

Children afforded the opportunity for.a child to-"pIay" or

... 411ri,

4 , a .

'Ian tlliot, 'Occupational Orientation Means Work
, for'You,".Grade Teacher Magazine.(Greemwich, Connecticut:

CCM Professional Magazineg, Inc., April, 19.71), 15-. 64.

- l't , .

, 2"Ancient Chinese Proverb" (Anonymous), Cited-in
Introduction to the Elementary Science Studz (Massachusetts:
Education Development Center, Inc., 1966), pages not numbered.

.
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5

explore througb p hands-on experience in the classroom. set-
. 6.

ting utilizing "Dpisodes",or "Unit: Kits."1 Naturally, this
z.

..
setting deviated from wh.4ht was considered the norm. One

section Rf the rdom might be-divided into a cooking area
2..

.

.

episode, anothel* a measurement area episode where'the child

can measure hiMself, pthers, or the weight of the bounce of

a ball. A store might be.located in another segment of-the

,room, i g an episode which. allowed children to "play"

grocer and consumer. This interest-centered thematic ap-

proach lent itself .well to in.ipiating and Supporting the

child's Wqy of learning.
o

The central activkty in 11108t nursery schools is play.

This play activity.is vital the child's learning and

usually becomes an integral part of the education procesp-.

Yet, many feel thatchildren are wasting their time in school
, .

through play. These_ people are
p
unaware that play durin4,

early childhood is one of the principle means of 1parningl%

It,is the way thro h which children.weconcile their
inner lives with eternal reality: In-play, children,
gradually develop concepts of causal relationships, -
the power //to discriminate, to make judgments, to
analyze aid synthesize, to imagine and formulate.
Children become absorbed in their play and, the.,
..s"afi ltsfaction of bringing it a satisfactory cpn-
chttion fixes habits of concentration Ihhich_can he
transferred to other learning,2

1See Appendix A.

2Central Advisory Council for Education (Pnglandl,
Children and T eir Primary Schools (London: Her Majesty's
Stationery.0 ce, 1967), Vol717The Report, p. 193.

15



T4C had as the basis of its philosophy not'turnjmg

the child Off to education, but rather, proponents of the
-4

progr m believed that this style eduda 1410.ri.waS quite mo-

tivat ng to the child, and that this was what was laCk-ing,.:

in may y of our schools today the joys of;learning.

t Charles Silberman completed'a 'three and one:-half
.

year dy of the public schools in conjunction with the

Car Corporation in which he stated:

s of all, I am indignant at the failures of the
blic schools themselves. The most deadly of all
sible sins, Eric Erikson suggests, "is the, muti-

la of a child's spirit." It is.not possIble to
spud any.prolonged period visiting public school
claSsrooms without being appalled by the mutilization

,vi able everywhere--mutilation of spontaneity, of jloy',
in learning, of pleasure of,creating, of sense-of self.
The public schools--thds."killers of the dream"to %

--,. apliropriate.a phrase of Liklian Spith!s-7are the kind.

/I.

of'ins.titution one cann9t really dislike until ',one
.gets to know them well. Because adults take the
schools sb much 'for granted, they fail to appreciate

e what-grim, joyless places most American-ischoolS are;
how oppres ive and petty are the rules under which

.

,.., they ,are governed, how intellectually sterile and'6,
,...

esthetically barren th= atmosphere,/ What an aypalling*
I( 'lack of civility,obt s on the parttofTteachers and
principals) whatco pt they unconsciously display

-1-f6i--"ofiild n a ph' n.1 .

Air
'''''''- .

Education must c tain some process of .learning :4',

0
0

that is meaningful and even pleasurable to the student.

Jean Piaget believed that educators should present subject
rs

matter in accordance with the childls:,yarious stages, of

dOelopment and in halknonllikoith his .interests.

The intellectual and moral structures of the"dhild
are not the same-as oursiwand consequently the new

1Charles E. Silberman, Crisis in the Classroom
(New York: Random House, 19'70) , p. 10. 0,

: 16 >41
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methods- of' education make livery effort tp present the
subject matter to be taught in` 'forms assiMulable to
children of different ages iri ac'pordance'with their
mental structure and the various sages of their de-
velopment. But with regard to mental functioning,
the child'is in fact identical with the adult: like
t5e he is an' active being whoSe action, con-
trolled by the-law of interest or'need, ds incapable
,of working at full stretch if no appeal) made tb
the autonomous motive forces of that activity. Just
as the tadpole already- hreathee,,t,hough. with different
organs. from those bf the frog,-so the child acts like
the adult, hot employi'ngta mentality whose structure
already brethesr though with different organs from .

those of the frog, so the child acts like the adult,
but employing a.mentality whose structure varies
accoAdngto the stages of its developmental

of developmental tasks which-extend from

infaAcy through adolescenpe'had heeri:developed,by Robert J.

'.,tHavighurst.- He defined middle childhood as that period

from six to twelve years of age arn divided this time into
,

' three thrusts; the 'first .being the great thrust' of the child
4

.

from the home-into the` peer, group, the' second beihg the
..

physical 'thrust Irito'the world of gaMes,...and the'third being
.

the mental hrust into the world of adult concepts.2 t

The develop7ment tasks ormiddle_childhood.grow put of
these three thrusts of growth in the child.

1. Learning Physical Skills Necessary for Ordinary
Games,

2. Building Wholesome Attitudes Toward Oneself as a
`Growing Organism',

3 .Learning to Get Along With Age-Mates
Learning an Appropriate Masculine or Feminine
Social Role

'Jean Piaget, Science of Education and the Psychology
of the Child (New Yotk: The Viking Preis, 197°W p. 153,

2Rohert J. Havighurst,.Developmental Tasks and
0, Education (New York: David McKay Company, Inc., 1974),p. 19.

,
'Z7,:,



8 st,i-

5. Developing Fundamental Skills,in Reading, Writing,
and Calculating

6. Developing.Concepts Necessary for Everyday LiVing
7.s Developing Conscience, Normality, and a Scale of

Values .

8. Achieving Fersosal Independence
9. Developing AttitUnes Toward Social Groups and .

Institutionsl ,

. , .

Further justification for this, of interest 'Mott-
.

vated or independent activity was cited by Carl,J. Walden.
.

. .
%," Direct instruction and independent activities are
complementary types of groups because each makes the
other possible. 'Unless the teacher makes some pro-
:vision for independent activities, she will.not be,
able to instruct children as individualS,or in sma
groups.2

t
.

.
.

Wallen'stated that more productive goals pAn be

accomplished through the use' of, independent activities. lie
,

....

felt that litile th6 minimal purposes oN having independent
.

,-,
J

*/ "
.activities =will have been met: by allowing the child to

v

,

pursue his interests, independent activities' should be

ideally suited foriacpomplishing the goa14 of.self-control,,
.

creative self-expression, pursuing intexests, and learnings1

requiring maniptlation and experimentation,3 . ,)- '. '.

The goats established by Wallen and the tasks pre-:

sented by Havighurst were closely interwoven., with tfie goals,

of T4C. According to-Fred J. Dreves, the State-Wide/Director

of the T4C Project, the goals of T4C-werd threefold And a

detailed breakdown was offered by'him in 1973.

p.

2Carl J. Wallen, "Independent Activities, A Necessity
Not a Frill," The Reading Teacher (belaware: International
ReadingAssociation, December, 1973), p. 259.

3Ibid., pp. 260-261.

,18



First, the T4C emphasis is on the child- -the whole
child--and not on the curriculum. Developmentally,
children are aided to become thinkers; they come to

. know,,,firSt hand; their likes and di6likes, their in--
,terests and disinterests,-and their abilities and,
inabilities. Rather than being subjected to addition-
al curricular materials (even though these materials
might bear the high interest factor of world of work)
children as individuals are introduced to an inter-
action ,with many activities ,of_ a world-of-work nature.
They develop intelligence dynamically by initiating-an
activity, thinking it through, observing and testing it.

Second, they interact with this part.of the world,
they don't just learn the little bit of information that
results, but more;)important they learn how to-interact.

0 ,They learn ,how to learn.' They come to see the signi-
'ficance,of their learning.

. Third, children are helped'to become involved in
activities from the *world of technology the world of
work - not merely tofequip them for a.joh or occupation
therein but on a whole basis

understanding
are helped ,te see

that their career consists of understanding how people'
relate to people in everyday living and hew they per-
sonally relate to. this social scene. They come to%
understand they are free to accept,l,feject and/or
modify the surrounding's with vhichthey come in con-

('
tact.1

For many year<TIWted authors and educators have

been aware of need for a type of plafactivity, or

learn by doing philosophy. These scholars '.also strongly

argued the fact that the schools were net complying with
AV

the needs of the child,. Many styles'of learning or alter-

, natives to the traditional mod5 of education have been de-

veloped and executed throughout history; but still educators.
4

are falling short of their goal. The education process must

be constantly scrutinized and evaluated if each child is to
6

1Fred q. Dreves, Pasic Principles ofTechnology for
Children (New n'ersey: Division of Vocational Education,
New Jersey Department of Education, October, 1973), p. 1.

ti
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'reach his potential as a human being. ,This, study will con-

tribut? -to.that valuation procedure, thereby assisting in

the educational process.
I

Purpose of the Study

Thisvtudy, expldred.the efficady of the Technology

fer Children Program. Speciflcally, teachers recorded their

perceptions of students under their tutelage in the f011owing

three areas: 1) Achievement 'of self-awareness, 2) Develop-

ment of an underStanding of technology, 3). Attainment leVelt

of academic skills.
.

The search ofliterature.conderned itself with

tracing the origins of the T'LIC concept through investigators

and the program's creators, dealing with idealogies and ow

rationales. Also, parallels between T4C and*her styles' of

alternative educational systems were presented: It is in-.-

,tended that this study will provide an assessment of the

. Technology for Children-Program for educators alloWing them,

to furtGr-evaluate the program.

Design of the Study.

A sample of twenty-four teachers was derived from

215 elementary school teachers employed by the Bayonne

Board of Education, Bayonne, New Jersey. These teachers

were then divided 'into; two`compohents.

The first of these components was composed of teach-
.

ers who had compltted the presckibed T4C training and in-

'troduced the variable T4C into their curriculum (populareion

20
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41,

Fromthis componeNnt was derived he experimental group.

The seconcrdompondnt did not pbssess T4C training

and conisequently could not introduce the .T4C concept Into

their curriculum population. 118). From this component was

derived the control group. :Their instruction was conducted'
4

.

in the traditional manner ,throughout the entitre period of the.

study (September,. 1976 7 January, ):977).,

The teachers Who participated in this study were

chosen fromtheir espective populations randomly adcording,

to grade level (two -teachers per grade level; twelve in'each

a-

sub.-group). The,grade levels whichwere utilized within. the
A

udY were gradesone .thrddgh six.
.

.1, t .

Teachers/ in the experimentgl grdup utilized ase---,
.

lectoton of prescribed "epiodes"'or "gnit kits"r'in thei

instructiorfs, and were required to keep Of. loq as to therequired

specific-kits chosen and the number .of times eaohpartiCular,

kit was Utilized.2 This, along with observations by the T,41

supervisor,, ensured that the style of education.beinecon-
,

ducted by the T4C teacher truly espoused the T4C philosophy.

A questionnaire was pretested,du the summer of

1976 by a sampling of teachers employed by,the Bayonne Board
4

of Education who were not involved in the study itself. Re-
:

visions were made in order to obtain All necessary data while

requiring only a 9inimum of time on the partof the teachers

'See Appendix A..

2See Appendix B.
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to complete the questAnaire, -(Number values wete given to *44

the ratings.)" %.
. ,

During 'the'mdilth of September, ha,if
,
of the teachers

. '

4,J1 the experimental group and half in the .control group
. .

issued-a packet:of questionnaires (ona queliicInnaire for each

student in 'the class) and a letter of Eransmitta1.2 The 1--

teachers then were asked to rate each of the students under

their tutelage In the three areas outlined by Dreves.asT4C

objectives. The questionnaire was'a five point attitude
4

scale, and following common practice,.the researcher placed

the average reaction in the center, of tie scale and the most

extreme reactions at the ends.3

Attie end of a sembst:er's time (January, 1973), a

0

A

4.-

4

second questionnaire4 or post-test, and letter of transmittali5
M

were administered to the entire sample of'teachers, bipkh
. ,

,,

perimental (twelve) and control (twelve,). Once again the -
. \ 4

teachers were instructed to rate each of their students con,4-- .

.,-, /--4,- . , .,- -
.

cerning the three objectives of the. T4C Program-;

The design which wars utilized within the study was

' termed the Solom9n*Vour-Group Design which entails explicit
t

.

---7-
-',;

.

t.

'See Append].

K 2See Appendik D. /

, - ,

t 3Mildred Partin;n. Sdfveys, Polls, and Samples:
Practical Procedures44New York: Cooper-Square Publishers,

,
° I1)p 1966), p. 190.C4-i,

1

4See Appsndix E.

5See Appendix F and G.

2 2
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considerations of external validity factors.
,

9>

R 0 1- X 02
R 03 04-
R X Q_5

06

!Mk

,

,
Its form is as

. . . with experimental and control groups lacking
the pretest, both the mainpeffects of testing' and

the interaction of testing 'and X are determinable.'

A two way analysis of variance was carried outfol-,
i

lowed by, ekanned comparisons, using the:-t,}-test. The format'
.

of the 2 X 2 analysis was as follows: °

T46.'Non T4C

Pretested 04

UnprStested 06

These comparisons I indicate differences between groups

concerning the effects

. 0,

trict,

of T4C and retesting.
- .

Limitations

Thig study was limit440tp the Bayonne School Dis-.

Bayonne, New Jersey. The grades from which the sam-
,

ple.was derived were ono ttirough six, and out of eleven,

elementary schools, six were randomly chosen to participate

in 'the sudy.....

1
rbonal.th,T. Campbell .and Julian C.- Stanley,

/Amental and duasi-Experimental Designs' for Research (Chicago;

.

Rand McNally College Publishing Company, 1973), pp.s74=25,

tv-
23
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A. total of"twenty-four teachers participated in the

_ study.and results of ,their profesional ratings of the 509

students under their tutelage werepresent4d.

While it is' true teachers did.the ratings, it is

, imporkant to note that tlib researcher is concerned with 4

teachers' perceptions of the T4C Prbgram as it affected stu-
o

dents. gurthermore, ratings of the child by tie teacher

provided the dimension from which conclusions could be

Forall.during a teacher's training and, throughout /'

. .

his ensuing career, judgments acid evaluatioris must be made./' /
.

Teachers are trained in evaluative proceddres and deal'with
,

rating stud4nts daily. ThereNre, even though teachers
7 '

provided the ratings.upon which'the data is'based, certain

assumptions about the efficacy of the Jr4C Program could be
...

drawn. .

The time span of the study was limited to one full

semester. Questibnnaiies were administered during early
. .

Sept6mber, 1976 and early.January, 1977. .

Ai
.

Definitions

Technology for Childremt. : . an organized appro h to pro-
vide children with ,individualized experimenta earning and
opportunities.to develop interests and self-awareness.

'Against a, classroom back-drop of technolotjicel-wgild-of-work
activities, teachers thOroughly integrate the tr itional

.--/curricUlum through thoughtful consideration for the needs of
individual pupils.1.

. t

1Dreves, Basic Principles, p. 1.

<0.

ly
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Technology for Children. . . an e]ementary school: K -6.-
. ,, statewide program which reflects a'.view of childhood. It

draws upon technology to enlarge and alter the learning
options for children.l.'

'

4

,.,

J

ti
V

1/4

4

-r*

/

1Laddie Grihick and Wesley Petusek, Gettih Stated
*T4C in the Citssroom (Trenton: Division of Vocational
FT cation, New Jersey State DepartmextrOteductiopt, Summer,

1.1973), Pe 2,

f4
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CHAVTER.I1

Review of the Literature r .

The review- of -she related literature was divided

-,;intOr two. major- sections. The first was'a historical account

i)f the Technology for-Children Pfogram, whit traced its

development from tits inceptiori in 1966up.to 1976. This

section was followed by lterature which dealt with the

s
specific ka-tiOnaleOf the grogram and the comparison of paral-

v -t
1 '

lels which existed between.T4C arid other alternative styles of

"1..

Early in the development of the Rroject,°t4ie fol-'
A

loWing,inforMatiop 4plaining the 4C Program wasOffered
,

by Dr. Ffed Dreves,,Director of the Pr jecE.'
.

, -e. .t'tt 4,' d
.09,--teChn9164Y,f0X chin/en is a Mentary, school

curriculum, new in, its relevpc to Ociety,by virtue ',

of its primary pocus 4%,modernthnolou and occupa-
tiQnalrimPlica'tions, nd.old,becabse of is g".ge.clua,,
nen "learning by do. 4g.:" -It tia%-been developed by _flif4 ,/

,
the Divisionwof Voc 'anal Educ * ion in NewJersey etc) ---', 1.

provide efemen ary tea ers %.74-* iri:bans-:of intro-

dUcing world f work,c ceptsrand modepl.A.technolbgy ,-.: :

into their assrooms It kkurports to Idifbvide another:a
"bridge bet een scho 1 aVd earning a living for young
people" to uoto thd,,lanquage Of .131, 90.567 Vockitional

,.
1968%1ucation'A ndmentScti

ChildAh
.14w Jer
Resea h
March, 1,97

, -

're

, . .
. .

'red J;-:47,-relies, Implement ation ofIlec nogion for
urriculi,m In New Jersecmentary.Schools ,(Trenton;

y Department of Education,,Bureau.qf 0c64paticinal )

Developmen, Division of Vocational Educatib .

p. 1. a

1\--) 16 7

11,

p
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Historical Background

Technology-for Children began as the brainstorm

of Elizabeth Hunt, in 1966 after"the Assistant Commissioner,

Division of Vocatidnal Education, Qr. Robert M. Worthington,

regUested that a systematic progr6 be set up in order to Na

encompaS's kindergarten through twelfth grade in the area at

Career Education.. Hunt was an eleMentarY Industrial Arts

supervisor who made a proposal and named it T4C, incorpora-
. . /

ating a hands-on-approach td learning in heavily academic
/ .

atmospherecreated by the post-Sputnipk era.

The primary objective. of T4C was. to enhance" the
learning proqess.at the elementary level by in-
troducing tools and technological activities into
the classroom, and to provide elementary school
children with a better understanding and appreci-
ation of their future career role,'

Children were nod getang'the "real world".type of

experience in school and this program being directed to the

nature of the child was material centered. on,"now" student

activities, rather than on "for later" learning.

The proposal was accepted by the State and a,

$166,.000 FOrd Foundation grant was'awarded for a staff.,

of 'six to develop this idea: Each summer (1966-68), ap

proximately 25 to 30 teachers were trained in this philo-
.

. ..
sophy-at summer institute lopated at Camp Kilmer,

.

.
. .

Edison, New Jersey. At this saffimer session teachers
...

tried different physical experiences (action

4 01
1Fred J. Dreves, Technology for Children (New Jersey:

Division of Vocational Education, New Jersey Department'of
Education, July, 1972) p. 1.

H 27
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activities for the classroom). These summer institutes

actually were T4C activity demonstration centers. Upon
4

completion of-this trainidg, they received a tool board

and supplies to bring back to their classes.

In 1969, Hunt left the, projeCt and Dreves took

over as its Director, instructing the teachers to keep

anecdotalhotes,on students in their program. These case
.

studies Were analyzed in terms of content, outcome, and

attitudinal accep,tance to the elementary curriculum. It

was noted that,a child would learn math even though it was
4

not the programmed area to be covered, but the knowledge was

gained by an experience in rocketry, making kites, or build-
.

ing stilts. Thus, it became evident'to the teachers that a

,child's learning could 'be facilitited by actually exper-

iencing a concept rather than by just beirig exposedtto

ambiguous terminologies.

During this period,.a second Ford Foundation grant

was issued for another three years in the amount of $303,460,

in order to move this_approach into more schoolg, especially
IP

the urban areas povering'each of New Jersey's twenty-one
.

)

counties. But due to the absence of records concerning the

project, there was a great concern that the program would

become an"add on" rather than an approach to learning --"a

way of working with students" - or a style.

Integrating this new aspect into the curriculum had

some drawbacks such as: teachers coming from a.traditionally
4

hased classroom to more_of an individualized or child-
.

a

28
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centered approach; teachers who were secure in a subject

centered curriculum now were to be involved in a-kind of

nebulous concept and the disarrangement of a structured

seating plan to that of clustered groupings. ,But the major-,

ity of teacherslinvolved had a most positive reaction and

because of this support, the team was able to forge ahead.

The Aerospace Education Foundation awarded the
Technology for Children Projeat a Medal of Achievement
at the 1970 National Laboratory for the Advancement of

- Education. During the summer of. 1970,' the United
States Office of Education awarded the projectsan
Education,-Professions Deyelopment Act Grant for theme.'
training of twenty New Jersey elementary supervisory
personnel. In the fall of 1970, Goys:v.110r Cahill's
Career Development Vocational Pilot Project created
the ektiablishment of three entire 'elementary
Technology for Children schools in -Camden,.New
Brunswick, and Rahway.'

Materials continued to be distributed to the class-
-

.rooms, but many teachers were not properly trarned'in:,their

correct use and consequently, an "artsy crafty " stigma was

attached-to the program, causing administrative--and,teacher.

support to dwindle.

The State administrators felt that ,a substantial

amount of money had been poured into the schools on this pro-
:

gramand they were optimistic concerning its potentials
o

Therefore, during thisera, matching money was made available

by the State to local tOstrIcyks for their T4C Program. When

a'district allocated a certain -amount of money, the matching

funds from the State alioWed for more teacher training,

supplies, and college credit for training.

,

,1-Robert Worthington, "A Spe-Cial-M-6-SSagel-°-T4C appen-
fngs. Vol. 4, No. 1, January,, 1971. (Pages not numbered.)

29
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To further assist the teachers and to aid in training
new T4C 'teachers, the TIC staff in cooperation with
experienced practitioners prepared fortyseven in-
structional units for use as curriculum' models. These
"Episodes," as they were called, provided,necbssary
directions for the successful introduction and imple-
mentation of selected technological activities into
the classroom.1

The range of these, exposures began at the, very

simple and extended to the fairly complex, ,A simple ex-
-

posure could he, kindergarteners pounding nails into.a board

making a trivet (thus showing the child the proper handling

of the tool and special relationships). While a. fairly

complex exposure could be a sixth grade class 'writing opt a

-script, and then perforMing the finished product for a vi eo
3 .Y, c. 4'

tape crew of their peers (teaching the techrblogy of vid o

taping plus language arts and social interactions).1' Even

though these "Episodes", ere designed, to
*
be utilized in one

ofrthe major academic ject matter areas providing for

flexibility, it was fOund thatNthe T4C teacher, on Becoming,.

more effective.in th implementation of the pro ram, the

more thej"Episodes" yecame merely source materials gor ideas.

One ,of the few rules given T4C teachers is that'they
must select episodes for their. racadeMic value rather

.\ than for their technical importance. No one *says a
teacher must have her-cildren make an 'electric
buzzer for the store, any more than she must haVe
them build a .store in the first place. The teacher
uses an episode only when it serves a purpose, and
if the supplied .episode aoesn't serve `the gurpose
she has in mind, she's .free to think up her own:2

1Dreves, T4C, p. 2.

2Iar Elliot, "Occupational*rientation iieariq Work
For You," Grad,e Teacher Ma5azine-,.(0.reenwich, Connecticut:
CCM Professional. Magine Inc., April, .1871), p. 80.
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'In order to help spread thse concept' faster, the

school comivitment had to be expanded, This expansion was

achieved by the formulation of four teams representative of '

the total educational community - Administrators, Teachers,

the Curriculum-Develope'rs, 'and the Community in the partici-

pating district,

F. Administrators - this segment included the

Superintendent, the Board of Educatio n, and pupil personnel

services,

2. Teachers'- a, committee of teachers who were

responsible for the teacher-training program, including a

three day releage time orientation.

,3. Curriculum-Developers - their jobjnvolvediplace-

ment of the proper emphasison the most effective personal
Int

development of the individual. Here.attention was to be

-given towards the best of self -- awareness rather than to pro-
,

gram development.

4. Community - representatives of the world-of-wokk
4

society who iqould relate and react to the program.

By July of 1972, the Technology.for,Children Project

was spread to 577-New Jersey elementaty classroom teachers

from eight rural. districts, fifty-six suburban districts. and

the fourteen urban districts of Asbury Park, ,Bridgeton,

Camden, Carteret, Fast Orange, Montclair, New Brunswick,

Newark, Orange, Rahway, Salem, Secaucus, Trenton, and

Vineland.1

#

lDreves, T4C, P. R.'

L '31- P
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The program continued to grow with additionalsup-

port coming about in 1973 when "The Open Classroom Reader

carried a passage which depicted an open classroom. Descrip-

tions were given explaining- that an.,Opr n. type of.setup is

a disorienting experience' for anyone accustomed to the tra-

ditional formal school. The familiar 'rows. of'desks are re-,.

placed by interest areas and the child. is afforded indivi-

dualized instruction.

The arithmetic area (or "maths area," as the English 4

call it) most likely will have several tables pushed
together to lorirca laAge working space. On the
tables, addition to1a variety of math texts and
wOrkbooks,.will be a box containing rulers, mesur7-'
ing tapes'and sticks, string, and the like; other
bbxes, containing pebbles, shells, stones, rocks
acorns, bottle tops, and anything else that can be

:'used for counting; several balance scales, with ,

boxes of weights as well as, more pebbles, stones,
rocks, feathers, and anything else that can be used
for ,weighing.

Somewhere in the room (probably near,the,art areah.
there will be ..a table, or perhaps severar cartons
on the floor, 'containing, blocksi Tinkeroys, "junk"
(,so marked), i.e., empty cereal and soaPr*boxesi, egg

- cartons,',the.rollers from used-up rolls, of t4let
paper and paper towels, pieces of wood apd cardboard,
scraps bflaallpa er and fabric,- oaktag, cigar boxes--
anything children might use for constructing airplanes,p,
trucks, cars, s'te mrollers, robots, spaceships, houses,
office liUildings, bridges, or for making collages or
murals.1

It became evident that th British Open Classroo5'

use of interest' 'tors such 4s separate arias for math and

construction,adNwJersey's use of "Episodes" such'as;

Weights and Balances (math) and Cardboard Carpentry ,

(-
1Charles E. Silberman, ed.,The Open Classroom

Render (New York: !Vintage Books, '1973), pp. 295-296:

,
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(construction) were in concert, and in fact' actually par-

alleled each other.
1

During the 1974-75 school year, the ever increasing

number of, teachers requesting T4C information became so great
A

'that the training,center at Edition became overburdened; coil-.

sequently, the stat4 Department began encouraging local

training.

- Because of the many.numbers of peopld and schools
ihvolved, me are no longer able to train T4C teachers
at Edison. More than ever before, we are convinced
that "hands-on" learning experiences--axe invaluable
to both beginning and experienced T4C t ai.chers. There-
fore, we are urging you to send one or two teachers
from each T4C unit to Edison to receive our help in
preparing and conducting Mands-on" workshops for your
teachers.1

, .

After urging administrative'teams tO directspecial

attention towards accountability, reves went on to affirm

the need for local teacher centers:

A primary goal f all T4.0 unfits this year should be
to set up a t cher center"--a facility' wherein
teachers ca together work on curriculum material
development. Models of teacheenters exist it}
Princeton, Lakewood, Parsippany-Troy Hills, and
Camden, and are proving, to be most beneficial to
teachers.2

It is interesting to note that the central staff,

both in Trenton and in Edison, asked all T4C QellOtnnel to

dedicate themselves -to . . . "the'more comprehensive

1Fred Dreves, T4C Happenings-Vol. 8, No. 1 (New
Jersey: Division of Vocational Eddeetion, New Jersey
State Department of Education, September, J974), p.,1:

2Ibid., p. 1.
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elementary school edudation"1 . . . du)ing the upcoming

year (1974).

7"More Comprehensive" means: (1) using interesting ac-
tivities that relate to tWworld of work, and at the
same time, also "turn on" a greater, percentage of our
pupils to 'School. This then makes them become more' re
sponsible for their learning; "(2) reflecting the Class-
room's 'growing attention to newer technologies, and;
(3) developing academic skills bytheir practical uti-
lizationwill increase meaningful dituatiqns.2

This passage'can be broken down into the three gOals

of T4C which were outlined bydthe Statewide Director in a

special paper at the beginning of the previous school year.

Objectives:
. .

1: Achieve better self-awareness
%

2. Develop a bater understanding of technolog%:,
3. Attain a more meaningful level of academic sh,ills.3

During the following 'school year (197576), a di-
4

rectory of the New Jersey T4C schools was distributed to all
Jd,

districts in order to afford specific districts the opportu-

nity to contact prograds within close proximities. This di-

rectory facilitated more feedback and exchanges between par-

iticipating districts. There were now 289 diStricts spanning

twenty-one,countles active in the T4C Program.

Technology' for Children Listing

County
1975-76

# Districts
Atlantic _

16
Bergen 31
Burlington 20
Camden 19
Cape May 4

Cumberland 11

T4C Happenings, p. 1.1Deves,

2Dreves,

3lbid.,

Basic Principles, p. 1.

p. 1.,
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unt
Essex
Glolicester,
Hudson
Hunterdon
Mercer
Middlesex
Monmouth
Morris

-Ocean
Passaic
Saleiti

Sometset
Sussex
Union
Warren

J
Dis tic,t4kqr/

16

8 4

18 -N
6

13'

24

23
-' . 11

8

14
8

12,
10
9

Total Listing '2891

addition to thisIllisti,ng, regional cha

for 1975- were also included in the directory with an

\,0 tl. e of their functions. \
FUNCTIONS:t 1. 'Planning 9nd Conducting Meeygs.for

Regional 'Supervisors`.
2. Provides Leadetship for Regional Dis-

semination of Informa'tion.
3. Performs Other Regional Leadershi

. Functions as Necessary.
TERM: 'One Year2 a

The T4C Program had come a long way from its IlumlpIe

beginn;n/s in 1966. Its, philosophy was bdirrg accepted by

ever increasing numbersof educators who were in

and anxious to achieve individualized student leaning The

small teacher-training groups at Edison had now become
0

satellites, and like amoeba, began reproducing the& kind.

1Bureau of Special Programs, Directory of New Jersey
Technology _for Children Schools (New Jersey: Department of
Education, Division'of Vocational Education 1975-76), p. 2.

2Ibid., p. '2. -

O y 0.
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ThRtiughout erfe State, eduChtor8 were remindedethat,there was

no, minimal body of 'knowl-edge necessary, for an children to

learn, but rather ac individual 'student should be helped
ef

to find an area of interest upn which hid'strengths and
o

sucpesses could be developed: .

k't a 3e..

Rationale

The Technologyifor Child e rogram was designed to
, -

_serve the best interest of the.6hild. Naturally; all chil:=

dren were to.be involved in-this matrix which provides ed-

ucators with another way or style to-bring? basic educa"tional

concepts successfully to 'the 1,arglt proportion of students."

Most teachers agreed that excellence in basic

,academic skills is afinitial importance to educat-kgn in-

order for a person to function in present' society. Skrice

,-1--- most agreed tha these basic goals are valid (3 R's), the

.next-concern Qiould be directed toward discovering the pro-
,

1per avenues along which children should travel in -order to,

achieve these goals. Stalling that the T4C concept was the

"only" orsthdrb " way- for all would be a°statement of

high'educational bigotry. For if a certain method' style

of teaching works- in a given situation, it would be of con-
,

44O

sequente. This variety in the field of education helped to

keep practitioners abreast as to better ways of learning.

T4C allowed the child to follow his natural instincts -of dis-
c

cover: The teacher acted in a guiding capacity allowing

36
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I,

the child to follow his innate instincts of discovery.

Naturally; teachers could not be knowledgeable in all areas,
'

.

but by using the technique of direction, ''they. ould inform

the child of the prTper methods of seeking out the-inforTa-

-tionofieeded.

0
.4 .

These-multi- centers of 'activity called T4C afforded

«

the teachers with still another option in this age of indi-
z.

vidualized instruction, providing 'a learning segtience de-.

signed to meet the Specific wants Or needs of the student. It

is important to note that,the child or "learner" was the person

,directed by the teacher consdltaht to assume the leadership

role in the process of learning. This curriculum design

plaoted the emphasis of learning on the child with both method

and content-included. T4C should not be mistaken for a mere'

course or subject which is to be incorporated in the ex-

isting curriculum, but its scope should be recognized for

it iwhat t t
r

... an organized approach to provide children with

individualized experimental learning and opportunities to

develop interests and self - awareness. "1

The program's task, therefore, was not to provide

finiPsolutions for all problems, but rather to equip stu-

dents to face life and its problems effpctivel and intel-
,

ligently.. The skills necessary for obtaining and using

4. 1Dreves, Basiz/PrinCiples, p. 1.
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knowledge should be one of thejend results of T4C as 6a
-

as a desire and respect.for knowledge. Along with heSe

would come competence in language, formation and communica-,

tiorrof ideas, and the abili iy to read and write.

This concept of pro olving is particularly

vital in our' society, for, rather than the students lrning

facts thatare detailed and which soon may be forgotten,

basic intellectual and technical skills are of far more worth

than the mastering of_a single specialized technique. Now,

evermore, when economic demands of business and industry are

changipg rapidly and the practice of mobility in vocation,

with higher interest in avocation, seems to bethe accepted

mode of behavior, ktiowledge and reason must be at the basis

of our educational goals.

Proponents of the program believed that through T4C,
t.,

the child will have acquired a more me ariingfi 1 level of ac-

ademic skills, plus a titer self-awareness due to his expo-
-

1

sure to technology.. Also, the concept of self would be de-

\ veloped in a most positive way" and self-respect will be

achieved. This 'strong self-concept should develop due to

the child's ability to actively explore his oxl interests'

and the related learning experiences acquired during-this

exploring period.

The. child inr. T4C was ,involved in aot4ve, hands-on

participation)and wlks encouraged to spend a poTtion of the

ai
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schodi day in the pursuit of his,oWn individual interests.

Th's type of,program recognized and fostered all natural

drives of a child and his innate curiosity 'and exploratM

behavior': providing pcisi&ve steps to develop them rela-

tively separate of adult intervention..

ridchnologylfor Children recognized thatall
youngsters, particAarly,those less able to verbalize
and less adept ,at grasping abstractions, can learn'
more of content of general education if it is
introduced as4it' would be applied in occupational
situations. T4C integrates work and technological
concepts into the traditional acaertac curriculum as
continuous, rather than sporadic activities. The
sights, sounds and physical activity associateewith
"hands -on" experiences improve theistudent's compre-
hension and retention of classroom experiences and
hold the interest of the student for.longer periods
of time.

-

Under the guidance of the elementary teacher,'
students are organized in small groups, each of'which
selects a groupprpject oc some aspect of a claiS
project relating to technology.1,

These small groups encouraged discussions and 'con-

-stituted the wdrking unit allowing for'increasedlelf-expres-

-
sion, and vocabulary.

4

T4C's rational could be furtherexplainedthrough

. examination of the student's role- as,it related to_the
. 14,

,project.

Under the TeChnology for 'Children program, the
Studentlearns as-early as pogsibid how man has ern-

ployed technology in solving theTroblem'of his need 4

rE,

64

'Robert A. Woodford, "Classrooms: ToolingrOp," New
6

Jersey Business (New Jersey: Manufacturers' Association77-;,
Trenton, February, 1971, p. 19.
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:The ever- evolving nature af technology demanN com-
glete faellity in problem-solving abilities with tools,.
machines, materials, and 'concept's as they relate to
technology.'

Theiteacher's role in the T4C program, must be akin

to ttie'British Open.SyStem. An explanation of the teacher's

role in terms of the learning prOcesscan.be spated,suc-
,

A3
cinctly.

To achieve this type of learning, teachers'are
trained to "unrestrict" and unstrutture their
classrooms much likefthe British Open System.
Creating a dynamic and stimulating environment
is basic, to this philbsophy.2

In order to allow children to attain a more mean-

ingful level of academic skil through T4C, the 'philosophy

behind the open educatibn movement shoud be explored.

Charles E. Silberman stated:

' Indeed, the "free day" or "informal education" to
se a more inclusive term, is less an approach or,

,

'method than a set of shared atfitudes'and convictions
jj

about the nature of childhood, learning,. and -scliooling.0
Advocates of informal educatiOn begin with a conceptiop
cif childhood as something'to be Cherished, a conception
that leads, in, turn, to a concern wi.th the quality of
the school experienc9 it} its own right,'not merely as
preparation ,for later schooling or for later life.3

%

BritlAh education has served as a sort.of bandwagon

for American education and in certain circles, the terms

"ripen plan" and "alenrschool" seemed to be the co4ect edu-
,

*

'Richard Harnach, and Flory Natiechia, "Children
and the World of Work, " - N.J.E.A. Review, Vol. 44 ,(Septellber,
1970), p. 22.

7V

2Ibid., p. 22.

aCharles E. Silberman, Crisis in the-Classroom
vX,9kk: Random House, 1970), p. 208.
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cational policy. ,But Americans should examine England's

educational policies realistically and Adapt only aspects

-which fit'theil- local situation. For British Approaches

are not theend-all'Ior be-all of educational success. Con-

sequently, by exercising stringerkt demands on the, selectioh

process an educational program could be .designed which would

meet lock objectives. This is what T4C Also adVocated,

educators.should examine and select aspects of the program

which supplement...educational gaps. A further examination

on the, parallel" which exists between the two concepts can

berioted in an article by Thomas.C. O'Brien. 4

A random loop' at classroom activity gives.a..clear
evidence of the organic nature of primary education.'
Children's activity is simply not neat and orderly,
at least ffom the point of view of the lay adult.
Children walk around; they'ask questions of one another,
of the teacher,, and of visitors. They are doing---
weighing things, reading books, tossing coins in a
probability experiment, pouring liquids, sometimes justp
'walking around looking at other children's work--rather
than listening to knowledge poured forth by a teacher.
(The teacher, of course, is,at the heart of things,_
having planned the-experiments and the.ptolects.
teachers plan each night for each'iSupil's work ttle, next.
day.) Classrooms are anything but antiseptic. Water
and paint are out and in use, and,. of course, things
get spilled. With no undue distress children clean,
things,up,and go on with their work.'

Upon examining this passage, one could not ascer-
.

tainzif it was written concerning T4C or the British 01-4n:

.*

-System. O'Brien wrote this passage as part of his obser-
,

1. 'Thomas C. O'Brien, "Some Comments on British
. - . :

Educatiori" The Elementary School Journal (Chicago:.
University ofChicago Press, October, 19.74),.p. 48. ,

, .1
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'vations, anecdotes,,, and reactions resulting foom a three,

,,Ttlionh exploration of British educational approaches`.

It became evident that this type or style of

education was a.very valid way of teaching the young. T4C

alloWed for classrdom experiences to contain occasion for

various learning activities. This concept has been noted

'as a prime means of,reducing pressures on the child-.

What seems to be required for a proper growth of
respect for the requirements of problem solving is
a "defusing' of_intellectual activity from the de-
mands of immediate actions, affect and drive . . .

Such a defusing depends upon a,child's having the.
condition necessary for playfulness to develop, upon
his having an adequate competence model, and upon the
'experience of intrinsic reward from increased com-
petence that can start a career of "learning for its
own sake."'

T4C provided exactliythis type of Climate for the

learner' The episodes were rich irk, manipulative materials

and designed to be appealing for the pupil. The pupil's

interests rather than the teacher's demands and the-- , "need,-

for immediate-solution, were the moving forces in the quest

for learning, ,thus eliminating the pressure on the child.

Learning that depends on goals, Set entirely by
teachers goal centered and often puts-Pressures
on students to produce immediate results., These
pressureacan'be reduced by appropriate.classroom
orgariization.2

V

. .
'Jerome S: Bruner, Towards a Theory of InstruCtion-,

61ela York: W. W. Norton & Company, Inc., 19661,, p. 147. g

. .

s., i
0

/
2A,ephen V. Dillon David D. Franks, & Joseph

.,

Mardlla, "In,Defense,of Playfulness," The ElerDentary School`
.

. Journal (Chicgo: University of Chicago Press, January,
. l9.75) , p. 210. .. a -

v
It
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Whether they are called learning centers, interest

centers, or, episodes, they strive for the same goal the
.

At{
.

desire to learn. This desire to learn is what educators
t

. _

are toproduce,in the students,if true intelligence is the
( '

goal of modern educators.

The emphasis of much of traditional education was
-.:

based on the humanities and mathematicS. The child was not

afforded the opportunity to experiment. Rather the.child

was an observer, watching the demonstration of experiments

conducted by his teacher. This method of providing exper-

imental training by introducing the student to the results

of past experiments or observations of the teacher was

attacked by Jean Piaget in his work, Science of Education

and the Psychology of the Child.

Piaget made an analogy of the child's type of

learning in schoo.ls to that of the ability of learning how

to swim; "u' . . as though it were possible to sit in rows

on a wharf and learn to swim merely by watching grown -up

swimmers in the Water."1 %

Nif
. T4C.advocated this same "learn by doing" theory.

The child was afforded the opportunity to explore, through-

the use of episodes,and experimentation by himself. The
. .

child explored through. the manipulation of materials and

`.: 1Piaget, Science of Education, p. SO.
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recorded in his mind the results of these efforts. By

this method, the'child-experienced,the spirit of;tnvention

rather than the training Of repetition of past experiments,.

thereby developing intelligence.'
e, ,

It is true that this forof instruction by lecture
and demonstration has often been supplemented by
laboratory work by the students, but the repetition
of past experiments is still a long way from being
the best way of exciting the spirit of ifivntion,'
and even of .training students in the.necessity for
ftecking or verification.

4

In which case, if the giM of intellectual train
inc 'is to form the intelligence rather than to stock
the memory,. and to produce intellectual explorers
rather than mere erudition, then traditional:educa-
tion is manifestly guilty of a grave deficiency.1_

.

Wesley Perusek, Research,Associate for the tecW.

#nology for Children PrOgram, had many interesting comments '

concerning'the philosophy of the British-Open System and the

T4C Program. He believed thatalthOugh'the word technql.ogy

did not appear in the literature regarding open education,

it was centralto the infant and junior school practice. For

example, he stated that "technolpgy derived.rom history

establishes the "range of accumulated environmental informa-

tion and knowledge and the techniqUes Rif developing, modi-
.

fying and extending it."2
.

thus, technology beCameA primary human resource
4!.

providing .the 'children with environmental experiencespb-

lIbid., p. 50-51.

2Wesley Perusek, "Open Education and Technology for
Children," T4C Happenings, 3:2 N ember/December 1969.
.(Pages not numbered.Y
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tained through their play. Used in this sense, technology

was not representative of an area of human achievement which

was to be divided and' studied by the child. Technology,

therefore,,was akin to a reservoir from which the child could

draw.

Both our understandihg and our technology change
accumulatively, reflecting the dynamic ,character
of each. Anthropologists report ,that new tech-,
nalogy was ofteR the cause of man's development
rather than the result of it. In the literature,
,open education gives evidence'of this view of
technology.)

A diary account bY,Mary T.,Gariy depicted a primary

school _in a'slum section of South.London. She gave; an ac-

count of how the school, under the direction of 'A,,new

Head., Mrs-. Kay, instiWted what Kay called "our free way

of working."2
,

The room in, and similar to the others, is
divided into etTeat.. low, two-shelved boOkcases
and by corrugated paper. roll, attached to the-backs
of tables,, of to what looks like clothing racks
strung together. There are several desk clustets, a
sand table, a water" table, a play house:in the cor-
ner,'a puppet-box, painting and construction tables
over by the sink. One floor area is large enough
to hold the whole group, with a rug, small foam
mattress and chairs, and books on shelves and
holders on a peg board wall. There is no blackboard.3

p. 2.
4

2Mary T. Garry, Intbrnshij in a Primary School
-(U.S.A.: NapionalAssociation of Industrial Schools, 1972),
p. 5.

p. 10,
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Garry further described the various materials

which were found in certain soctiOns Of tHe' room. There.

was a math area Which possessed scales, objects Eo.12e

weighed, measuring devices such as tape teastires and ralerg-,
I.

and geometric shapes and puzzles. T4C also niade use of a

measurement area through use of the unit termed Weights And

Balavesi; in addition, this unit contained all associated.
, V

4 eletents such as cuisennare rods, weighing scales, and

.objects to weigh and ilteasure. T4C took this concept one

step further by adding Symmography2 which afforded the child

the opportunity to create a visually appealling design while

employing,theconcepts of mathematics.

The primary school in South London) also had sec-
:,

tions,for reading and construction, again a parallel to the

American T4C concept., The difference here was 'intthe fact

that'the London school used for construction things such as

. blocks, cardbOard'tubest and sticks. The T4C:Prograwmade

use'of these small items and added 41x'81"sheets of card-

,-board (tri-wall) from which the students could actually

bairld'classroom-fUrniture.

Not only were philosophies of differentstyles-of

education occurring in England that closely paralleled the

TT4C happeningsin New Jersey, but similar alternatives to

\
1

iSee Appendix A.

2See Appendix B.

, 4
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education were also being sought in the stat4s of Washington,

Vermont, Iowa, Florida, worth Dakota, South Carolina, and

Connecticut. This literature 'suggested that.a movement was

,taking place in many school systems, not only abroad, but

,in the United States as well, that expanded the traditional

structures, allowing for individuar differences, and trans-

ferred them into an integrated approach, designed to meet the

needs of all sthdents.

Alternative education perhaps should he changed
to alternatives in education -. should,work on the
questions, the strategies and the means of assessment
in relation to the geneAl goals of education,. We
need to consider ourselves not as maverick educators
creating something outside the system, but rather as
educators working within the system to make it more
responsive to the needs of all students, introducing
students to new horizons, and enabling students to
have a significant role in"deterinining their futures.i

These comments were made by Janet Taggart in 1q72

concerning an Alterndtive Education Workshop held in

Issaquah, Washington. The "alternatives, in education"

which she spoke aLlowedifor-a greater expansion of a stu-

dent centered type of education, permitting fuller achieve-

ment, of personal development, on, the part of the student.

The State of Vermont in INC() proposed a Design for

Education representing the State Department Of Educatibn's\
position on the process of education. ithin this design,

education was viewed as,a'process conceived to benefit the
a

1Janet Taggart, "ashington SeOte's.Alternative
Education (Olympia, Washington: Washington Office of- the
State Superintendent of Public Instruction, 1972),-p. R.

4 7
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learner. The individual was the central focus of the learn-

ing and his feelings deserved Much' consideratio n.

Desire to learn was also aceentuated,allowing the. child
4

to fill gaps in his knowledge by discovering answers for
o

o

oo a

°,
oefe

As with the T4C'concept, the Vermont Design also

0

provided for the need to succeed. For if a series of

failures is allowed to continue in school, a negative
. 0

self-image could develop in the child. By providing a

school setting which wag flexible and divergent enough to

allow each child tb experience success the'self-image
J

ould improye. f, ..

. .

. ,
.

DiseoverS, learning through real experiences was.-

also cited as a meaningful learning mode. Early childhood

prOvides the,best.opportunity.for learning through exploring,

testing, and manipulating. Naturally,` this type ofoexperi-
,

ence should be 'afforded to the child within the.gonfines of
0

the schdol, for it is far more meaningful to a child to see
/. °

the relationship in a numerical system expressed in concrete

objects which he can manipulate, rather thalvea nebulous set

of numbers in a textbook. O

. ,

The follo?ain is an outline of the premis e's of the

Vermont Design which most closelyparalleled the New Jersey's

..T4C Program'.

1. -The Emphasis
0

Must Be Upon Learning, Rather Than
Teaching. P

'

0

g 4 8
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2. P- `student Mfist'lle Accepted As a Person.

3. Eduction Should Re rased Upon .the Individual's
Strong, Inherent Desire to Learn and to Make
Sense of His Environment.

4. All People-reed Succes's to Prosper.

.6. Mphasis Should De Upon a Child's Own play of -.

Learning - Through Discovery. and Exploration -
Through Peal Patherhan Abstract Experiences.

7. The Development of an Individual's Thought Process
Should be Primary.

9. A n Individual Must be Allowed to Work According
. to His Own'Abilities.

10: The Teacher's- P-ole Must he That of a Partner and
Guide in the earning Process. ,

11. The Develo pment of 6 Personal Philosophy, A Basic
Set of Values,, Is Perhaps One of the Most I'm,-
portant of Puman Achievements.,

. ,

16. SchoolS Thould he Ccwpatible with Reality,
Learning Mich is Compartmentalized into
ArUficial ?ubjpct Fields by Teachers And,

.
Administrators, is contrary to What is 'Known

.
\ 'About. the Learning Process'.1

. ,

The pvecOing student-centered philosophy seemed to
i

.

' 4 .
4 ,

closely match tbe rationale of il'AC
.

which was developed in

1569. The concept of the teacher's role changing froni the ,
', I

,),authoritative imparter of knowledge to a facilitator, one

who acts .415 a resource p on guiding the 'student into self -

discovery, was a Major lement in both philosophies. Also,

the cde-:eMphasizing of- ote 1earninr so that f;Icts can be-

° come building blocks or. generalities and processes was

4 vermnnt .Stafe,Departmcnit of Educatibn, Vermont
Design for. Pelucation (Montpelier, Vermont: Vermont State
bepartment of Education, 1969)., pp. 2-18,

4.9
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evident ehroughoutboth programs.

Although these programs Lare'mani common elements

the Vermont Design did not specifically suggest that a pro :

gram such as T4C be set up, rather the Phildsophy was to

serve as a guideline4.rected tOwards.the improvement of

education. One ,of the ways outlined in order to implement

the Vermont Design paralleled a concept of T4C exactly.
\. 1

Fd. Students Must Be Provided with ,a Stimulatipg
Environment Consisting, of a Wide and Appropriate
Selection of Challenging Equipment. Materials,
and Reading Matter Suited to\nm.ir Particular
Interests and AbilityLevels.

Equipment need not be particularly expenbive
.or elaborate - often those items made by the
teacher or students are best suited. The
equipment should not be classified according
to subject matter,- such as Mat .,.., science
'but' students shOule be 'allowed t. '; :.. -,..tz;(,

and Use equipment for a- variety of plb*.oses:.
Schools must be prepared 6p4guppoxet 4cherS.' r °.

rs .by providing at least a minimurn'of,baS,, ,,,.t,.,3

'`equipment andoimaterials.appropritp to; %
courage the kind of learning conipatin4 iql,..
this philosophy.

% . ,

,,,,

, :....%,
.o,A2,4:,1 "I 4

Project Impact/Which Odls a.'locally-41-iitta.ted feclk'
.

'OA.
1 ,

, .0

.
, ,

erally-fund e concept in Polk County,te Mokjies, Iowa, re-'''

sented still another parallel to New Jer ey t 4C Prcl9fp.

A . : f;.

Through what Polk County educators called °Crlptivity('

Discovery Learning," the students were .to become more"gelf-'

reliant.

llbid, p. n.
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. . the'student's role in discovery learning pre-
pares him for hec ring an autonomous learner one
who;can satisfy hi own needs for informatidn,
understanding and- int lectual stimulation. lie de-
velops an image of sbl capabilitypnd individual
accomplishment. He is product of a learning
environment which allow for and enhances his own
thinking - an,environme t which encourages achieve-
ment of IMPACT's other sal, teaching far- thinkir4.1.

The teachers in Pol. County applied Impact's the-_

ories ln ways which could also be tensidered T4C. A typical

lesson evolved from a question directed about theeecora-

tions in a classroom.` The fact that.some balloons were

deflated suggested the problem of "what is air?" This type

4
of discaverY learning allowed for the class to he ftividea

into croups where exploration of,the phenomenon of air

could take place on more than one level. The groups could

then conduct vatous experiments with air and share the
o

result's.

There was so'much.,interest on the children's part
that we ,could esily have continued the study the
following.day. In the interests of time, however,'
we limited the second-day's sp_Esion to a perkod or
brainstorming. In this the crildren thought.'
fluently, naming and recoiing all the places wh re
air can he found. fn doing so, they established
concepts as the existence of a-vacuum inside, a tornado.2

Another type br style of Discovery Learning'or,Learn-
,

ing'Activities was i nstituted in 1973, nainesVille, Florida.

O 4

-Again, this concept closely pAralleled ,r4r, materials,

',Joseph P. Pinson, rditor,, -.Helen Coe "Discovery
L(f?arnine Impact 70 (Iewa: Polk dounty Board of. Education,
197(7), p. 21.

\,

. 2Ibid., pp. 42-43.
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and activities were presented on a variety of.levels for

the students and' after consulting with the teacher, the

child was freetexplOre the areas.

Paul S. George, who prepared the research'-bulletin

on 'these learning centers, offered the following definition:

In this bulletin a learning center refers'to an
area for study and activity, in or near the classroom,
,that has been provided fOr the structured exploration-

... -of.a particular subject, topic, skill, or interest,
It is a place-folo,..tlsing and storing materia ls that
relate to a special interest or curriculum area. It
may be in a. cortre. on a wall, next to a bookcase, or-
on a table; but-,sit exists somewhere in the physical
apaceefthec,tassroomo,school.1

George werht on to.11st important characteristics of
qo

a learning center which are also important characteristics

of T4C's episodes. Among these were the concept that a

learning center was auto-instructional; Therefore, it did

10 not demand the direct and continuous preSence of,the teacher

as an information giver, cThese centers had clear, easily-.

discovered objects and plainly written directions-.

The episodes utilized' in T4C also'were used in a

learning eentert.ype oT arena. Brief instruction was given\

by the teacher or received from another student or described

in print. Auto cassettes provided still another method of

.41

J
transferring instructional information to the students. _

1Paul S. George the Learning Center's Abpr
Instruction" Research Bulletin Vol. 8, No. 4 (Flor a,
Florida Educational Research and Development Council,
Gainesville, 1973), p. 4.
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Another point George b aught t whibh-was true

for the T4C project as well1 was tha each center or statiOn

,could present activities on a variety of- levels of .d

culty.1 Therefore; the Child was afforded some choice

the direction he wished togo. For each episode or cen

could present its tasks with different Versions lor various

ability levels, allbwing for the achievement of success on

the part of the student.'

Fifty-four approaches to alternatives ill education

were outlined by Jerome R. Jekel and Robert E. Johnson in 1973

at Mary College, Bismarck; North Dakota. The material,pre-

sented was not necessarily new, but an attempt to identify' .

ways or styles by which students cAldlearn was evident:

The right of each pe'rsOn to find outw,ho he is, what he is

and why he is, and to know that he is what he can become was

basic to the Bismark matrix.2 Jekel and 3ohnson alsolfespoused

a(conjugal relationship between the student and teabhor, mean-

---ingful when each viewed the other as an extension of himself.

Tills mode would mean that all lea'rning would be done "'for the

betterment'of both the studebt and the teacher. This re-

..,
lationship would then diminish the role of the teacher as

"- m*,

the precursor of all knowledge and the'student merely'a re-:

ceptacle, Of the fifty-fotir approaches, the following four

'Ibid., pp.4-5.

2Jerome R. Jekel and Robert E. Johnson Alternatives
in Education - 54 Approaches (BiSmarck,'North Dakota

.. St. Alexius Hospital Printshop, 1973), p:
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oat closely paralleled the T4,C PrograM.

INTEREST CENTW APPROACH

Purpose

The purpose, of the Interest*;nt'ers Approach, is
to make available 'places that are designed around and
reflect tpecific expressed interests of students.

tAB APPROACH

'4. Purpose

440,,The Lib Approach is to allow Students to build,
construct; expotiment and generally employ psychomotor
devices to academic disciplines.

PROJECT & ACTIVITY APPROACH

Purpose

The purpose of the Project and Activity Approach is
to provide vakiety from,the normal classrobm routine.
Moreover, a challenge to one or more students to bring
into existence something directly related ,to the sub- o

ject matter being studied is central to this approach.
It is an excellent means to employ all domains during ,

times of the year that may otherwise beyeriOds of
low productivity. .7

RESOURCE CENTERS APPROACH

Purpose

The purpose of the Resource Center is to have
available areas of a given specialty designed 'around
student needs. Centers,pecializing in'print and
non-print materials are &xamples of Resource CenterS
where students*canpursue indepth studies,'

P a

The Interest Centvsv''Approac s ply-was. an avail-

abilityability Of areas around a classroom' which displayed and made

'Ibid., pp. 75-103.

54
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r", available materials on,partieurar studies. These could he

"extremely similar to T4C's.unit kits when in use. HoweVer,

the Jekel'and JdhnsonJ-s-approach afforded the child the

apportUhity:_to select his interest center as a privilege.
-\1\,

.as well as duffing the prescribed time- -T4C, on_.,the other

hand, was.meant to be inco'porated into the existing

curriculum for use in a particular time slot similar to

another subject discipline.

Jekel and Johnson's lab appro6oh emphasized the

cognithle-or affective domains, thus making this approach

primarily gsychomotor in nature'. The'jntent was to anew

the child to experiment' with materials and-equipment,

thereby developing new concepts.

T4C afforded'the child similar experiences. A

.' close example would be the rocketry kit.1 Here students se-, .\ ligtri,
4.

.

. 4

. - lected the challenge of materializing an idea. During con-.

-struotion, th:%child.had to plan carefully the necessary

stages and concepts. :Me, model would be based on reason

and the coMPletei project would actually be launched and

tracked!

The Project. and Activity Approachprovided variety

.from the normal classrobmoutine. The student was corn-

?pletely oreative in this area, He would plan, organize,

. and report on any learning experience he wished to under-

take. Although similar to tlye Lab Approach, Jekel and

lsee Appendix

0;.)
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Johnson vieWed the Project .and Activity Approach "as'an a

t,ernate approach to create,a change bf pace."2-'

,T4C also 'afforded a certain change of pace for ,both
.

the student and the teacher, for even as early as grade one,-

the students- may utilize the concepts: of role ipiaying by

6

.

2

presenting a play utilizing materials from T4C. Stick pup-

pets, cloth, and paste could be made into a most pleasur-

able lgprning experience.
i

t),

'Resource centers we're utiliied heayi2y in both T4C

and the Bismarck project. It was not uncommon to view three

0

or four sections'of a T4C classrgom set up for various units.

Jekel and Johnson' suggested .utilizing acontract typeof ar-

rangement or a modular schedule in. this plan:2 Also, a

requirement that would have been impbSed upbn the students

'would be that he visit each center making arrangements to

undertake anti complete thabcommitment. The student could

therefore spend a month :in a' siven center or rotates during

.convenientlintervals:
%

William Horne, T4C Ceordinatorfor the Bayonne School

Distrt, described th.T4C Interest Center Approach as

"' kits set up throughout the room where students maywander
%.

in apd out of, either participating or nbt."3

1Jekel-and,Johnson, Alternatives, p. 103.

2Ibid., P. 1113. NI

3Iniei'vieW with WilliaHornc, Bayonne Board of
Education, Bayonne, kw Jersey, 24 February, 1976.
Y,
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Horne was quick to add that most students, while not com-

pelled by the teacher; desire,to.participate. This sel

motivatiqn on the part of the student could be.attribute

to the appealing aspects of the kits themselves, or Ossibly

to the peer relationships developing during this stage of

the,child's development.;1

.

James Madison,' Elementary School, Fargo, North

Dakota, incorporated a prescriptive teaching pvgram which

was, developed by the teachers employed at the school. The

staff - outlined our goals which would not only help the stu-

dents to learn,,but Would also instill a liking for learning

on-, the part of the students.

The Madison 'approach-to student learning centers on .

the question, "Is this the very best thing for thiS
child?" This apprbach is distinguished from the More
teacher-centered question, "Is this the very best thing
for those children?" In determining what is best. for
each child the-Madison staff has four goals:

1. To del.,elop a positive self-concept
2. To develop enthusiasm for learning
3. To develop a self-reliant, self motivated,

`independent pupil.
4. To develop personal responsibility, par-

ticularly related to the functioning of the
group as well as to the pupil's,own actions

To accomplish these goals, Madison teac'hers have
sought to vent traditional educational requirements
inuntraditional,ways.F

lUavinghurst,iBevelopmcntal Tasks, ,p. 19.

Sharryl Hawke, Caring is Basic . . . at James
Madison School Profiles of Promise2'3 (Boulder, Colorado:

,ERIC Clearinghouse for Social Studies/Social Science Educa-
tion, 1974), p. 1.

. 5 7
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Upon close examination of the four goals deN-7eloped

by theMadison staff, i% could be noted that those goals

almost ,match the T4C goals exactly: Also, the activity-
. s.

.oriented learning packages used in the Fargo School system

paralleled the episodes employed by New;Jersey T4C teachers.

'These learning packages were develOped by teachers working

during the-summer months. Each subject area was represented

by groups of behavioral objectives based on the textbooks

in use at that time,. Also included in the packageswere

pre and post-tests which in turn were based on these be-

havioral objectives.

The learning packages were to'be used, as the
a.

basis for the cur iculum, whereas, T4C kits were to be used
41,

in conjunction sikh the existing curriculum, making ais-r-

similation easier.

The Learning Centers concept was also utilized in

the Madison School. These Centers were very similar to the

British system,:as well as the T4C program. The classrooms

at Madison were divided into areas by paneleof vividly

painted, tri-wall cardboard. These area were designed to
I

accommodate only a limited number of students at one time.

The learning centers are not used for basic in-,

struction: such instruction is given to e4her the
,whole class or in small groups. Learning centers
are used for motivation; broadening of practical
interest, enr Iment,:and a 4e between ,home and
school. There are learning centers for math, social
studies, cre ive Writing, reading, art, and science,
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as well as puzzle centers, sport centers, and
special project centers.'

Wesley Perusek, Research AssoCiate for the New

. Jersey State T4C Project, commented that instruction on a

particular T4C unit could also be given, to the entire class

or to small groups, whichever the teacher .viewed as most

'advantageous.2

An approach which incorporated Individually Guided
,

Education and Career Education in the'Sfate of South Carolina

.seemed to focus on the.New Jersey T4C's concept. Not only

d d the program'stress career education, bUt the I.G.E.

egment tried to develop a'curriculum offering which would

fit each individual's needs providing for more awareness.

Through afused Individually Guided Education and
Careek Education program, Blythewood is offering its
four hundred pupils a cognitive, practical education.
This integrative approach instills in the students
awarenesses, understandings, and appreciations about'
careers and the respbrisibility, humaneness, and know
ledge to function in our changing society.

Three years-ago-the school began implementatiOn
of an IGE program in hopes of assuring each that,,
he would develop to his fullest extent as quickly' as
possible. This is facilitated through the assessment
of each child's needs-and the development of a cur-
riculum which fits his _unique educational requirements.3

Orange, Connecticut had'been Offering a wide variety

of T4C type activities for-the past few pears to its K-6

p._ 3.

2lnterview with Wesley Perusek, Division of Vocational
Education, New Jersey State Department of Education, 23 'January,
1976.

k
3
Larry W. D'uncan, "Integration ofCareer-Education

,

and I0E," Career Education Digest (California: Educational
Properties, Inc. March/April, 1975 Vol.'2, No. 5),-p: 1g.
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student population. The program was organized and operated

by the local PTAs who were constantly searching for activi7

ties designed to serve the needs of their children. Afthough

most PTA activities were limited to fund raising or programs

which werItto be presented at the schools, the Orange PTA

wished to establish.a more diredt link between the PTA and

the system.

On a typical afternbon in an Orange elementary
school, you might mdrvel at youthful grace in gyt-

' nastic drills, blink as you watch batoh twirling in
the hallwws, smell the pungent aroma" of wood being
cut, watch a mass of clayforming on a potter's wheel,
observe primary children 'hungrily makinci pizza, and
see sticky-handed children slopping strips of paper
mache on formless hunks of paper and wire. As theyN,
create the products of,their imagination, the sights'
and sounds of active children fill the school. The
process is-repeated each afternodn.1

The activities provided by the Orange, Connecticut

P.T.A."could present very desirable educaion alternatives.

These activities. also co'nstitute a satisfying and self--

reinforcing antidote fOr the-- isolation of surburban life

style. Through this 'type of medium, children could'social-
t

ize with each other and even intera,ct in ananformal pet-
,

ting'with adults.

Summary

The review of literature has Indicated that a cur-

rent trend in a T4C"type of classroom was on the increase.

1Robert M. Valuk "Educational Alternatives, PTA.
Style" Phi Delta Kappan (Bloomington, Indiana: VOL 57,

--No.:-5,-Janua-ryl 331:
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This program, while unique, contained many overtones of

similar programs throughout the United States and Great

Britain. The New Jersey T4C Program was shown to be a pro-,

ject which should be incorporated within the existing cur-
1/4

riculum as a particular style of learning which offers a

"-real world" type of experience to the child. It has also

been proposed that the hands-on approach is very relevant to

modern education and deserves a prominent place in our ed-
. .4.
ucational system.

The T4C Program was developed in order to boast

achievement in, the areas of self-awarees.s, understanding

of technology, and academic skills and although no sub-

stantiating studies have yet' been completed, the literature

la tend to support theccnimor'thes ei, ction activities.

as-generAlly, agreed that the lack' of

dualized instruction, which provided for a learning sequence

designed to meet-the specific wants or needs of the student,
4

was a great disadvantage of today's elementary schools. The

program's task, therefore, was to equip students to face

life and its problems effectively' and with intelligence.'

_Also/ the skills necessary for obtaining and using this

knowledge became one of the end results of T4C.

The play or'activitY cdncept, Lhich was one style

of education thatopfosters_attitudes congruent to the T4C

philotophy,iwas heavily incorporated in New Jersey's pro-

an close parallels were discOvered by the researcher
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in Great Britain, as well as the States oft.onnecticut,

,Florida, Iowa, North Dakota, Smith Carolina, Veimont, and

Washington, Among these parallels were' activity. centers.,

role playipa, interest centers, work areas, learning

centers, and hands-O learning.

Furthermore, the hands-on approach provided not

only "real world" experiences, but a pleasurable- exposure to

learning in general. Naturally, if learning was pleasing

to the child, he would become more receptive towards school-

T4d'advocated,this typd ofapprbach in educaticil, and

proponents of the program believed that students gained

more insights to learning through the T4C program.

4

7
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CHAPTER III

Profile of the School System 'and-Community

Bayonneis located in, the Northeastern-part of New

Jersey in the,County of Hudson. It is a peninsula three
a

miles in length, 'one mile in width; with its land border'
,J

being Jersey City. The Census showed a decline of

1,472 people from the 1960 population of 74./215.1

The middle class white population of the city hag

.

progressively decreased,-whitleypoorer ,minority haveave

beert, on the increase. The,Black,and PuerboRican popula°-

tion'of the city has inceeased
0 1.3 percent' and. .3 percent

respectfully, bringing the,1970 report to 4-.6 percent Blacks

and.9 percent Puerto Ricans:2

The distribution of family income showed the major-

ity of fam4iesearning between $5,000 stnd $9,999 per yesar,
4

(31.5%) - 14.6% of the families earned less than $5,000

IU. S. Department of Commerce, Bure'au of the
Census, Number of Inhabitants, U. S. Summary, 1970 Census
of Population, December, 1971, Table 31, p. 148.

2U. S. Department of_Commeree,--BuFeau of thielk
Censua,.Number-Of-In-habitants, U. S. Summary, 1970 Census
of Population, October, 1971, Table 16,,p. 51, Table ZA,
p..98.
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18.9% earried,hetween $15,000 and $24,999; and only 3.4%,

earned over $25,000.1

The. Bayonne School District has eleven qementarK...1 '
-1%

schools, one Special Education Department, and one large

four year comprehensive high school.' The elementary sch

population ranged from 311 at Washington School to 697 at
A

Horace Mann School, with a total elementary school popula-

, tion of 5,390.2 The equ lized ealuatiOn Per.PUPils in
a .

1973 was $55,690, and e current cost per pupil was put at

$1,108,3 and eighty percent of the funds needed 'for educa-

tion were supplied by lo taxation.4
4

. In addition to the public facilities fot education
.

in.Bayonne,\-thereis a large parochial schoolltopulation.

Thete are two parochial high schools and seven elementary

schools located in the city.

A profile of workers in. the city was. as follows:

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION - MALE EMPLOYEES
TOTAL WHITE COLLAR ft, 35.4

Professional, Technical 10.1
Mana4*ial, Administrative 7.1
Sales Workers . . 5.1
Clerical , 13:1 -

_16;:-S-.-DeFirtment of Cpmmerce, Bureau o f the- .°_
Census, New Jersey Social and Economic Characteristics,
1970 Census of Population, April, 1972, Table 86, p. 308.

2"Elementary School Statistical Report," Offi6e
of Superintendent,,J4nev'1976, (pages not numbered).

'Interview with Gabriel Stabile, BayonneBoard of
- Education, Bayonne, New Jertey, 5 January, 1976.

4"Financial Itesources-Public Schools," 1ayonne
Public Schools, 1971, (mimeographed), p. 8.
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TOTAL BLUE COLLAR
,

,

Craftsmen, Fore4en .

Operatives , 't,V*.

TranspOrt Equipffient Operator
Laborers

.Service Workers

64-6
19.1
17.3
8.1
9.1

11.0, .

. ,

PERCENT DISTRIBUTION -*FEMiLE EMPLOYEES
Professional,'Technicalvorn 10.9
kanafgerial 2.4
Sales 52
.Clerical 41.9
Craftsmen, Foremen 1.9
Operatives 25.9
Service Workers 10.5
,Piivate Household Workers 1.31.;

.r.rhe,interest exhibited by these c assifications- of

workers toward their children was reflecte in the following

statement of educational philosophy for the Bayonne School

District:

Y- -

Acciltingly, we must see 'that the curriculum provides
opportunities for the student to develop appreciation
and understanding at a behaviorAl level of the dignity
and worth of all individuals; knowledge, understanding,
and appreciation of the fine and practical arts, the
humanities, and the natural, physical and social sci-
ences; b sic skills such as reading, writing, and the
use of nu ers; Special abilities and talents; a phy-_
sical and mental health; ability. to analyze-critical-
ly and constrtactively; constructive civic attitudes
and appreciations basic_tpthe_worthyTuse-Of-leisure

______time;.=insights-TWEb-IFe7ethnic and religious sources
of American life; character, discipline, responsibili-.

' ties, and commitment to spiritual, ethical, and moral
values."2

It can be noted that the community of Bayonne_was

quite concerned with develOping a sound educational system

I
4

1"career Development Report Abstract," Superinten-
dent's Office Bayonne Board of Education, Bayonne, New
Jersey, 1974.

.
,

.

'2"Curriculum Committee Report," Office of Superin-
tenden of Schools, Bayonne Public Schools, Bayonne, Ne1.4

1, Jersey*, 1975. (Typewritten)

K
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,.'whiChyould foster good citizenship in' the student popula-

tion.
. s41.4

... %

4 .
.

Chronological Implementation of T4C

During the 1972-73 school year, Mr. Gregory

Anthony, Director of Federal and State Funded-Programs for

tht.Bayonne-Board of Education,.was'in attendance dtaN

State meeting:in Trenton. Technology for Chsildren was

discussed, and-Mr. Anthony perCeived merit in the program.

After colleiting and assembling all the data available,

he acquired the services of the Ht,51son County Coordina-

tor for. Career Education,.Mr. Edwdrd Davis, in order to

address a combined meeting of the Bayonne-School BoOrd and

'Administrators concerning the T4C Program. It was well

accepted, but Mr. Anthony could not convince any prindipals.
,

to incorporate this program a4 part of their curriculum. -

Then, Mr. James Murphy, Principal of the Mary -J. DOnohoe,
School, decisieAt_o_expez-i-mentl----SixtWeii-E61-6ffers volunteered

rt,

to attend a threeday-training workshop at Edidbn in order

to become state certified T4C teachers. Upon their return,

..,each was alloiedArge-hundred dollars-for materoials to

:incorporate T4C,in their classrobm 2\t first there was

much resistance due to what many felt were 4cIdttered" and

"noisy" rooms. Itowever,Aihen it was obierved how the stu-

dents in these classes began to like school and began

showing an* intere-st in learning, more teachers asked to be

6 6
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trained in the T4C concept.

By June of 1973, six teachers had been trailled,and -

T4C supervisor, Nikki Harrison, was assigned/ to the pro-
,

gram. Mr. Murphy and,Mu. Harrison planned to have twenty

trained ,T4C teachers by September, 1973, representing nine

Schools It was further decided that the Mary_..7. Donohoe

School was to becomethe resource center' which would supply

all schools with the materials. Mrs. Harrison was to be
13.

available, after 3:30 P.M.'on school days in order to help

teachers plan and distribute materials.1

The T.4C concept seemed to be accepted by many
111'

faculty.members, but some of the, teachers became discour
.

, .

aged due.to the lack of supplies. The following.was a por
-

tion of a letter sent to Superintendent William G. Hin,

from Principal James Murphy.

Many of the objectiyes of the.T4C Programs are
being met. However, lack of coordinated central
office supportwill cause several importarit s at-
egies to fail. . . Some T4C trained teao fs have .

become discouraged because of their inability to
receitie proMised 'materialS.1

Mr. Murphy-went on to' expl ain that Mt. Day.is, the

Cpunty Cpordinator for Career Education,:was planning to

=u
send an evaluator to Bayonne in April 9f 1973 to monitor-

,

'Murphy, Letter to Superintendent William G. Him
(Bayonne: December 10, 1973), P. 1.

O
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the program. Mr. Murphy was concerned that the evaluator

would find a narrow range of T4C activities and a re-
.

duction in the number of interested teachers. Howeiver,

Mr. Murphy went on to list the positive-aspects of the pro-

gram such as,the excellent teacher interest and the after-
.

school workshops. After listing these achievements, Mr.

-Murphy asked that a meeting be held to discuss the T4C

Program. Consequently, on December 20, 1973, a meeting was
.

..

held in order to, discuss any problems inherent in the pro-
.-

gram and, in addition, a bank account was to be implement-
.

ed f,or the purpose of acquiring T4C supplies.
o

During the month of February, seventeen teach'ers
o

%

enrolled in a three credit T4C graduate course at Jersey

City State Collegetwith the Bayonne Board paying for mate--

rials and regiStray.on. "Due to the fact of the ever-

increasing participation in theprogram, the Bayonne Dis-

trict perceived the need for additional funding which was

obtainable from the State Department of Education:

BE IT RESOLVED, that this Board of Education does
hereby authorize the Superintendent of,Sehools, and
such other Board Officers and/or Board Counsel.,-a&-
are required, to file the appropriate applications
with the Federal/State/County'Governmental Agencies

1,
applicable in'each instance,-for the programs,:set
forth below:

1. -

2. - Governor's Careei Development Project; (com-
monly )(nown as Career Education Program);

3. -

68
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IND,,,BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that, the,Superintenddift
of Sthools. be, and .he is hereby authorized and di-
rected, immediately upon the approVal.of each euch
application, to proceed with the implementation of
Isuchprogram.1

Ttld proposal itself stated that Bayonne was, seek-.
'

,ling to become .a leader in career and vocational education,

.,

. .

citing the T4C Program and teacher training 'in that area
, I

_

which was-'then ongoing. A need for expansion of the pro6.

gram was outlined:

The-Bayonne School System is seeking to become a
leader ip career and vocational educa;ion., Of this
end, the school system has recently 0Mbarked upon
Career E4gcation programs such as Technology for
Children and Cooperative Industrial Education.
Teachers are alsccurrently being trained,for_im
plemgntation of Introductionvto Vocation programs.

Bayonne Public Schools 'need an.enlarged and expanded
Career evelopmen.Program because:

1. . . .

-- 2. The Bayonne School system desires that all types
of educational-experiences, -turriculum, instruction,.
and counseling will involve preparation for economic,
independdnce, 'personal fulfillment, and an appredia-
tion for the dignity of work/for all students.
3. . . .

4. Our ever increasinglytechnological 'society requires
specializdd individuals requkring a level instruc-
tion not adequately avatlable'at present.
5. . . .2

4
It was further stated that T4C would be integrated

within the elementary schoolsprogramS for all students, thus

riiminutes of the Meetihg of the Board of Education,"
Bayonne BoSrd.of Education,, 14 February, 1974. (Typewritten)

2"Career Development Report," Bayonne. (Typewritten),

: e 69
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expnding the current T4CProgram. This change-over

from. the traditionally tight schedule prescribed by plan

bobks, to a child-centered teaching-learning program. was
2

to bd done gradually.- For. Bayonne Administrators were

cognitive-of the factor that time was. needed for the

teacher as well as the child to adapt to the program.'

The move from the transmission of a preordained
body of knowledge to children over intora bustling,
multi-Sensory,multi-interest classroom should be
undertaken in pall steps which encourage both
;teaches and learner.1

Also, a full-time T4C supervisms was written into

L

7'

the propOsal:

T4C ,supervisor full -time 10 month
,

.

Reports and is-ccountOple tp the CI Project Director.
. .

Primary responsibilities is the implementation of T4C
concepts in theprimary grades. - .

Supervises T4C teaching programs and the impleme nta- w
tion methOdology. -

.

Reonsible for recommending equipment and materials t.

necessary for the T4C prograffir. .

.
.

PartiCipate inself-evaluation ofT4C program.
Recommend curriculum modifications kn. ordrr to

!facilitate T4C implementation. ,

Cbnduct monthly meetinglath T4C teachers.
Atend monthlyNewJersey Department of Education

4.

meetifiss,. , .. ,

Assist - set up leaAing centers in classrooms.'
.. Establish ,a liaison with State and .County T4C

facilities. ..

Organize, workshops. .

. , Supervise the functions and materials in the T4C
.Resource Center.

1r,

1Frecl-LY.---DreVe-S,' Irechnology for Children .PToject
Implementation (New Jersey: Division of Vocational...Educa-
tion, New Jersey Departme)<of Eatic4ior, July, 1972), p. 1.

f.
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Certification

.

Elementary te'achinyserti:ficate
Supervisor certificates

* T4C training
4.Career Education Training

The State Department bf Education approved the
,,

Career Education proposal and on April 1, 1974; the CatLer

_Education four mane team was approved (Director, Multi-
,

(-media Coordinator,IJob Placement Coordinator, and T4C

Coorathator). William G. Horne, the newly appointed T4C

Coordinator of the Bayodhe School District, felt thd"f the

most important task before 'him was to organize the 'trained

4-7---
T4C teachers who were lacking in supplies and direction

into a cohesive group.2 Horne called amass meeting of all

T4C trained teachets at which.he asked for a'list from each,

outlining the unit kits-or episodes or any:type of supplies-

.-they felt were needed to implement a good T4C Program for

. their individual class. They were cautioned about the

reality that only'three hundred.dollars per teacher could
'T. .,

e

be alldeateCi forothe upcoming school year. After compiling

* the data; Horne had to determine how best he could spend

the $10,80 alloted'hid according o the bulk of popular'

episodes.. TIiir. ty units were de ldocl upon after careful

r
,

"Cre4Devdlopment Report," Bayonne. .ATypewritten)

2Interview with William Horne, Bayonne Board of
Education, Bayonne, New Jersey, 29 February, 1976.

4
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1-
consideratidn of all requests.1-' These units could satisfy

all of the teachers' requests in all areas if cross

divigion of materials wagimplemented.

Hone devised a unique system of providing ep-

isodes or units to the teachers.' lie would order three or

four kits rather than ten or twelve. These. three Or four

kits would then be made available from the T4C center on

a rotating basis, thereby assuring full utilization of the

unit. Rather than ten units lying in ten different schools'

only to be used a few weeks.durin§, the year, units_ would

be in almost constant us9 throughout the district. This -

type of "supply system" also enabled the- purchasing of a

greater variety of episodes for each teacher. Horne felt

that the only drawback to this type of system was in the

scaAityof popular units. This was remedied the following .

year by an increased purchase of the more popular.epis-

odes and a'library card type of system was utilized for

ordering kits. A teacher Would request a certain kit for e

particUlar date specifying how the episode could relate to

the curriculum, and Horne would deliver the episode to the

teacher's class where it would remain for a four or six

week period.

P

See Appendik.A.
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After the progrA was well entrenched in the

,Bayonne District, Horne directed his efforts toward other

areas. He developed a local teacher training program and

center,1 consisting of a sixteen hour, eight week, period

as opposed to the State's three day, fifteen hour workshop

at Edison. This after school type, of activity was de-
.

veloped due to the common problem of release .time for the

/ training of teachers in the district. During this train-

ing, the teachers were exposed to the philosophies of T4C,

its rationale, and the local implementation. Besides this

background type of instruction, eight of the more difficplt

episodes were "taught" to the teachers so that they could ,

really conceive the."hands-on" approach.

The entire T4C Program was promoted on a completely

voluntary basis on the part of the teachers in order to
.

facilitate the program's highest potential. Because of the

non-imposing status of the program, teachersimblemehted

it to its fullest according to their own expertise and

.teaching situation,

Due to the local after 4'81=1 training program

.and increasing support of the program, the original thirty-

1See Appendix H.
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two practitioners of T4C were nearly tripled to a swel-
_

ling ninety-three participating instructors bySeptember,

.1975. Also, during the time period of 1974-'75, the student

enrollmeht jumped from 568 boys, 519 girls1 to 1,288 boys

and 1,184 girls,, placing the total T4C student'population

at ,470 in June of 1975.2

In order to provide for easier access of the pro-

gram, video tapes of T4C lessons were done at actual on-
-

site areas. These tapes were catalogued and loaned out

fot individual class use.

Because of the difficuaty of certain episodes

being started at the same time, a parent'training program

was also set upThese people were parents who.espoused to

the T4C Program philosophy and were willing to give of their

.0
free time to be trained as resource people throughout the

district, acting as teacher aides. 'Approximately fifty:
.

parents were trained in twelve different areas to provide

this service., Along with parent training, seventh and

eighth.grade students who had shown great interest during

. their previoUs T4C training*were also trained to assist in

certain situations because of theiriavailability.

.

1Richard Entwistle, 'Yearly Report Governor'sGareer
Development Project, Bayonne Public Sohools, June, 1974.

7

2Richard Entwistle; Yearly Report Governors Careen
Development Project, Bayonne Public Schools, June, 1975.

7 4
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The Vocational Industrial Clubs of America (V.I.C.A.),

_Bayonne ,High.School Chapter also availed its membership-

as resource personnel for the T4C Progtam. Therefore,. -

middle school and vocational high school students as well

as parents and teachers provided their services to the

T4C Program.

The majbr 1975 -76 school plan was:to expand the
,

existing program in, relation to number bf tachers trained

and number of students exposed to T4C, plus theimprbe,-

ment of training facilities. Consequently, work began in

late,Spring and early Summer of:4975 to obtain recognition

as a state T4C training center, for the Edison complex was

only training T4C superyitors at that time. In Ddcember

of 1975, Bayonne received the first group of forty-two

teachers to be trained-from the city'of, Elizabety,-New

'Jersey, thus making Bayonne the first ci ty in the State

to pfrovide this type of training in the area of T4C. The

teacheri from Elizabeth received release time from their

district and, consequently, Bayonne reverted to the three

all day type of sessions. The cities of Wayne, Secaucus,

and Jersey City also requested training for their teachers

during the 1976 school yeai.

Horne felt that a special training course should
4

be set up for Special. Needs Institutes, for many Special

aot
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Education teachers were incorporating T4C into their pro-

grams. This course was offered in the Spring of 1976

with twenty-,three "special weeds" teachera being trained.

Summary

The BayonneIch ol,DistrictdesirIng a competent

the Bayonne community wanting theeducational system, an

best for its children, combined their efforts and developed

an educational philosophy which provided for good student

development. The T4C concept was found to be in concert

with the Bayonne philosophy of education; therefore, educa-

tiors adopted the T4C Prograth on a small level to test its

merits. After a trial period, it became -evident that T4C

would work in Bayonne;. therefore, the .program was expanded.

As the program grew, the need for more -trained personnel
o

became evident and this need was met with great enthusi-

asm by the -Bayonne facplty. The program continued to ex-

pand until State recognition became.a reality and the'term

T4C became part of the Bayonne vernacular.

t

*
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CHAPTER IV

Design and.Operation of the. Study

This chapter was divided into four sections. The
4

first section included the research deign, describing-the"

type of experiment, problems of the designs- and procedures

employed in order to-compensate for those problems. The

second section was concerned with the development of the

study. 'Here exact steps which the researcher followed.in

formulating the study andqulestionnaire were discussed. The

third section included the methods of.gathering and com-.

piling the data; and the fourth section presented an analysis

of the data collected.

Research.besign

The design of this study was of the-experimental

1.ype,'.termed thew,Solowiin 4-Group Design-. This design was

chosen, because of its utility in educational research and

for its explicit considerations of external validity factors.

The -design was as' follows:
. .

R .01
3 0

X '0
2R 04

R X 05
R 06 *',

'Campbell, Experimental and Quasi-Experimental
Designs, pp. 24-25.

c
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All designs contained factors which jeopardize in-

ternal and external validity, but the Solomon 4-Group Design
44

deservedly possessed higher prestige in research..

©A list of factors jeopardizing validity was pre-

sented by Donald T. Campbell:

1. '

1. History, the specific events occurring between
the first and second measurement in addition to
the experimental variable.

2. Maturation, processes within the respondents oper-
ating as a function of the passageof time'per se
(not specific to the particular events), including
growing older, growing hungrier, growing more tired,
and the like.

3. Testing, the effects of taking a-test upon the
scores of a second testing.'

_ .

4. Jnsti-umentation, in which changes in the calibra-
tion of a measuring instrument or changes in the
observers or scorers used may produce changes in
the obtained measurements.

5. Statistical regrepsibn, operating where groups
have,been selected on the basis of-their extreme:
scores'.

6. Biases resulting in differential-selection of
respondents from,the compariibil groups.

7. Experimental mortality, or differential' lOss of
respondents from the comparison groups.

8. Selection-matukation interaction, etc.,_which in-
certain of the multiple-group quasi-experimental
designs, such as Design 10,°'is confounded with,
i.e., might be mistaken for, the effect of the
experimental variable.. ,

J
9: The reactive or interaction effect of testing,

in which a pretest might increase or decrease
the respondent's sensitivity or responsiveness
to the experimental, variable and thus make the
results obtained for a pretested population un-
representative of the effeqs of the experimental
°variable for the u.npretestea universe from which
the experimental respondents were selected.

4.0
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10. The interaction effects of selection biases and-
the experimental variable.

11. Reactive effedts of experimental arrangements,
which would preclude generalization .abo4t the
effect of theexperimentral variable upon persons
exposed to it in nanexperiMental settings.'

' 12. Multiple-treatment interference,-likely to occur,
whenever multiple treatments are applied to the
same respondents, because theeffects of prior,
treatments are not usually erasable.1

Campbell then developed a table shOwing ehe sourtes

of invalidity for six diffdrent designs. This summary table

presented g hically the extent of which factors effecting

Validity were to be viewed.

StpurCes of Invalidity

internal External"

0 1 W '0 a)
Sri 0
44, 0
0

0 0
*0 0 Vt,. ri 0

w i 0 4-) ri
>1 4-) 0-1 E (1) 4-1 U 4-) (ti

0 a) ).4 a)

N 0 0 r-4
U) 4.) (11 U) (1)

-14 N N c CD N o
w z H .1-4 H

4-1 Y. 44 r0O ,0 .M0
oboe' oxait

a) a) a

4-) ) 0
rd ri 0
fa 43 fa N.4J 0 1-4 N .
N (1) 0 4-) 4-)
4-1 N 4-) N ITJ

-, cH c ci <
H H Ri

5. Solmon Four-
Group Design
ROXO
R 0 0

R X 0
0

Note: In the fables, a minus indicaCes,a definite weak-
ness, a plus indicates that the factor is cdfitroiled, a
question ma04,.. indicates a pospible source of concern, and
a bank indicates that the-fadtor is not relevant.2

o

1Campbell, Experimental and Quasi-Experimental Designs,
pp. 5-6.

p. 8.
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% Concerning internal validity, jeopardizing factors

wete-handled as follows:

1. .fligtory - this factor was easily; controlled, for
0

i,`, general historical; event which. might produc6

a difference in one group occurred, this same gen-

eral event' could produce similar differences on

the second group as well.

4'

2. Maturation '-. this factor was controlled due to the
4

fact that maturation shbuld have been manifested

equally in both the experimental and control groups.

3. Testing - this factor also was controlled due,to

equality of the sampling instrument and its
(I

adminiStratlion.
.4

4. Instrumentation - there was no difference in the

sampling instrument of either group; ergo, calibra-'

tion should be constant..

5. Statistical regression - as far as near differences
_ .

are concerned, both experimental and control group

were randomly assigned fr6m the same extreme pool;

consequently, both will have regressed equally.

6. Biases this element has been eliminated due to

urn selectlon-bf respondenccs.

7. Experimental mortality - differential loss'of

respondents was non-existent
4"

A 8. SelectiOn maturation ,interaction, and so on - match-

14.

ing was used only as an adjunct to randomization,

. 80
41
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and at time of treatment this'randomization as-

sumed group.equality, which was tested in the'Ptie-

bested grouping.-

.The factors jeopardizing external validity were

alleviated by the following 'methods':

0

I

-9. Reactive,-or _interaction'effect of "sting,- thpr)
4 , o

main effects-o testing hale been determinable chre' 4

to the lack .of a pretest in half of both the ex-

prrimental and control groups, thus allowing for

greater generalizability.

10. InteractiOn effects of selection-biases-and the
.

experimental variable urn belection was utilized .

for the selection of groupings to eliminate. biases,

.

and disruption of routine was kept to,a minimumdri

all cases thereby lessening the,experiMental variable.

11. Reactive effects of experimental arrangements

the design of the experiment itself greatly,di-

minished the reactive effects, for Half of both

groups did not participate in the pretest.

12. Multiple- treatment interference - was-notrelevant

to this design.

Also, the Bayonne T4C teachers were required to
.s

keep a log stating whiCh- kits were used and on how many oc--,

casions.1 This was done inlorder to insure that the "T4C

philosophkwas _carried out in the experimental groups.

1See 4p end kx ,I3,
. .
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A

By placing strige9t criteria on the factor,s, vhich

could jeopardize both the internal and external validity of

this study, the researcher had developed an experiment which

should allow for valid conclusions.

N .

Development of the S udy '

.,-
,,,---,/!"

,
.--

The Solomon 4-Group Design calfed for a random-se-

,

, , -- .
.

lection of-3rticip
.

ants possibly through the urn system of

selection-. The researcher would randomly assign people to

either the experimental or control group. Thig proc dure

was impossible to emptioy in the Bayonne School District, for
J.

teachers entered the T4C program on a purelyvOlunteer basis.

Zherefore,'the researcher.had to achieve randomization in'a
, , .

slightly different manner. The following description re-,

lates the procedures taken by the research4
/

First, the researcher assigqed a code number to

all of the eleven elementary gchtlols in the Bayonne Schodl

Thesescode numbers were then chosen from a con-

-

tainer one at a time until a random selection of six.schools

was made. /-

Second, all teachers were selected on a random basis,

by the urn Method. The researcher placed the name'sand grade
-4

level of all T4C trained teachers for the six elementary

schools into".a container. TrultandoMization was,achieved

in this fashion for all teachers shared equally infthe chance

ikof being'telect:ed for the study.

Third, a random seleCtion of traditionally based

instructors utilizing the code number of each school and._

82
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grade level participating in the study was made. This pro

cedure allowed for characteristics of both groups; such as,

age, geographic location, andsocio-economic statu* to be
.a

.similaforif a fifth grade class locatedlat. a school in

the northern'section of town was to'have T4C instruction '

this term, this fifth .grade class would be compared to
. .

another fifth grade cfass in the same school but under a

traditional type of instruction.

The following were the schools and,grade revels

selected:

School

#3 (W. F. Robinson).

#8 (Washington) 3 & 4

#5 (Lincoln) 4

#1 "(Henry E. Harris) . 5

Grade Level

1 & t
2

#4 (Mary J. Dopohoe) 5 & 6

17 A., Roberson) 5 & 6

Fourt , because the Solo o 4-Group Design called for,.

only half oWhe sample to receire the pretest,he researcher

andomly se Lt half of the population by,a simple toss of,

a coin in order- to establish 'the half of the sample which

Was to,be included in the pretest. Heads signified the

pretest grouping and tails denoted the post-test only group-if

T e rsults- deemed sections 1 and 2 as the groups which

were to receive both the pre And posb-tes g and sections 3

. ,
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and '4 as,the grouping which would,receive the post-test
.

offil, label. The following was the matrix for all schools

concerning these results: . .

. 4
ISchool SectiOn Treatment. Pre1est Post-Test

i

1

2-

3

4

Natkirally, due to this type ofrandoMization, the

researcher might be open to criticism concerning ',a possible

bias on the part of the T4C trained teachers. A skeptic

might feel that because T4C teachers were all volunteers in
' 4

a'specific program that their perceptions to their students
4,-

would be different Compared to teachers selected randomly ...

from the traditional mode of education. -The reseArcher,was

, --well aware of this factor but felt that if t e T4C teachers

perceived growth in their students even with a bias, valid

conclusion's could be drawn becausethe analysis of variance

showed -no significant 'differehce.between the teachers' per -

ceptions ofltheir students during the pretest of &)th \thp

experimentalrand control groups,.. Further, if a teacher"

viewed t4 students as pr gressialg under. the '114CI procigram,

.

it would create a positive atmosphere within the classroom

'setting-; therefore, creating positive growth in child. j

Whether'this growth was due to T4C alone cannot be completely-
.

Indicated within this study. Nevertheless, what can be noted
.

8 4
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.is_the differences in t achers' perceptions concerning the.

students unden, their tutelage before and after treatment.

At this point, even though ,school authorities at
.

ed*al office had already approved-the study, the re-
_

searcher contacted all principals and teachers who were to_ ,
.

-

be involved in the study and esnblishe0/their willingness,

ei

to parti ipate. The. instrument used for the study was'. that
.

ofIcana titudinal scale, for the researcher, chose to measure
.

°. .

the perceived differences in three specific areas. Teachers

decided on the questionnaire by means of rating how they

perceived -each child in the areas'of'self-awareness, 4nder-

standing of technology, and academic skills. The researchet

designed this- type of questionnaire specifically ,to deter-

'mine if the.teachers would `perceive. differences in their

children, for if the teachers believed that students did

better in'these three areas, the teachers would rate, the

Child accordingly, thereby actually rating the efficacy of

the T4C program.

A 4y# point rating scale was chosen fdr(the study

because of its,wide usage in attitudinal measure ents.

Daniel D. bay f6und in the literature he examine that slightly
--

more than three-fourths of theTattitude scales were of theive;

point type.1 6n the scale dev14,ped for this study, the in-
.

1Daniel D. Day; "Methods in Attitude Research,"
American Sociological Review, Vol. 5 Ohio State University!
1940),'13- 3.95:

a

8 5
4.
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formant was asked to choose among various degrees Of opinion

on three given questions cocerning the students in his
4

class. 'Following common 'practice, the, researcher placed the-
.

average reactions in Ow center' of the' scale acid the most

-extreme reactions 'at the ends.1
.

Considerationswhich the researcher had to take

into account When designing the_questionnaire. were as

follows:

1. Who will Make the entries on the schedule?
2. boos the physical appearance of the'schedule affect

the cooperation the.survey receives?
,3. How are the questionS to be worded?'

i4, Is the Sequence of questions on the'schedule to be
'° followed exactly?

.-
5. flow many questions- are to appear on theform?
6. Is the purpose of the questions to ascertain(facts,

test the knowledge of the informant., or discover his
beliefs, opiniOns, or attitudes?

. Is the schedule to be used in future or periodif
surveys?

_-
°'

8.° What manipulation and processing by.Athe,office staffA'
will the-schedules receive after the fiel rtollection
is completed? 41/.

__.

.
.

. '.
After careful analysis of t ese eight parts, the

./

researcher.,, due to, the type 'of sampling and tie purpoSe of.

the questions administered to thessample,c-developed acves-

tionnaire"wthim.these guidelines.:9

In my 'first ear I watched the math and re
.. .

bevels of my stud9nt ,improve by ,two grades,.
attendance rate -t± -high. dna accoMplishme s

e /.'77 ''' ti: '...

,
4Mildred Parte ys, Polls'-, a Id Sam les:

Practical Procedures ew
, Inc., 1966), p. 190'.,-' .,..

1 N.,\,

a

3See.Apperidit and

Cooper Sq are Publishers,
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. were, also made in social attitudes. I found the
lopautiful quality of this program to be that it be-
. came what the teacher and her class wanted it to'-be-

-

,coMe. I learned that there were nd formulas for suc-
cess with this technique) and thus success could be
achieved by the formula that seemed best.1

". The' questionnaire was deveIopea in this specific

-manner in order toMeasure the perceived chahges dilack

of changes, in a,studenat because of that student!sexposure

to the Bayonne T4C Program,-alkOted by the teachers
4

Naturally, teachers rated students differently, but the

teachers were 'chosen.by a randomization 05ocess removing

most. of the concerns for bias responses.

Methods'a Gathering
t
Data

The data for this study were-collected by return-ad-

dressed inter-school mail carrier. the three let;ets of

transmittal2' extillained in detail the reason and purpose for

the.studr-and specific instructions one ning the data
. .

.and-its collection,

Instructions for the2actua com fetion of the Survey'

Are inclu4ed on the questionnaire itSel and editing' -wa
4 A,

. done M y the Iresearcher .in o er to detec errors and,omi
ti

J
et , '

sions n the. schedule. T following were esponsibilit es
. .

of the ed for as explained by MAdred Parten: .

T e schedule edi4 or o responsible or seei*.
.:.= th t the

0 ..,

data to he tabulated are: (1)1 as, accurate

* ; -

Simonson, "Technology for Chit reh"
%rSchobI Shop (Ann .Arbor', Michigan: 'Prakken Publications,

11" November,' 1972) pp. 28-29.

-

4See Appendix D, F, and
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and reliable as possible: (2) Ooksistent with other
facts secured: (3) uniformly entered: (4) as cm-

., -prete as possible: (6). acceptable'for tabulation:
and (6) arranged so as to facilitate coding and tab-
ulation. He also should spot comments that are use-

.' fOiOful in interpreting results.l

After checking the data, for accuracy; a coding

system was devised for use on "by class" tally, sheets.2(.'
. -)

Thee sheets contained both the pre and post questionna-fie

results per pupil. A five digit code was developed for each

studeht and the following was the tireakdown of that code: .

First digit this number was representatiye of the

.school (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7,. and Washington) in which the stu-

dent was enrolled. (All schodls had a single digit name

except for Washington School.whiah'was assigned the number'

eight.),

Second digit - the g rade level (1-6) of the student

within-a specific school was dendild by this digit.

Third dig 3)i - the odd digits (1, 3were indicative- _

,

of t e experimenta group sectj,ons while the eNAn numbers:.I1
(2, /4) this col_mn represented the sec ioh ef't,her control

gro p in a particu ar school. :
. ,

r

Fourth and fifth digits - these number represented
,...

,

' t e Child himself. (Two digits were alldttedin'this column
..v..

.
.

,

due tiloi the facorthat all classes were in excess of nine
4 %I

99p.1.1S41

i.

44ildred Parten
,. Surveys, Polls, and Sampll,

# 4'25.
.

, ,

'4 2See Appendix I and. J.. ,
,

1.
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The information on these tally sheets was. then key-
.

punched onto cards which became the data banks (one record

10
per card). 4(

,Next the researcher prepared the proper cards for

programming the computer utilizing the SPSS program.1 Th

material was then deciphered and 'put into table,form (fou

tables per question). The hrst.table in each area fol-

lowed the comparison indicated by the Solomon 4-Group Design.

-Disr&garding the pretests, except as another "treat-
ment" coordinate- with X., onefican.treat the post-test
scores with a,simple 2_X 2 analysis of variance
design:,

No X X
Pgetested 04 02

Unpretested 06 05

From the colUmn means, one estimates the main effect
`of'X,'from row means, the main effect of pretesting,
and from cellmeans, the interaction of testing with X.2

..r)liasically, the compariSon of,02 vs. 04 will indicate
,,

.difEerences between the experimental and control groups with
_. ...

,

i , ,,--- l' 44.- ,- .

-the Retest while the analysis of 05 vs. 06 will show dif-'
.

,

ferences between the experimental and control groups without

the pretest.

The.eomparison of 04 vs. 06 will show control group
. .

scores with and t;githollt a pretest, ,whereas the analysis of
,

I- . *
I

62 Vs.,, 05 will compare-the experimental grou scorcjs with

and without the pretest.

'Norman 11,Wheeleret al., SPSS 'statistical Package
for tie Social Sciences New.York: 19Y5.

're

kathpbell, Experimental and ,Quasi-Experimental
.Designs, pp,.5-6.

89,-
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The second table in'each area presented a summary

of the two-way ANOVA1 of T4C for each question; the third

table in each area contained a summary7of Means and Stan-

dard Deviations; and the fourth table in each area repre=

sentpd T-Values for the various'groups. --The purposes for

the various, comparisons of T-Values were as follows:
0

01 vs. d3 'thig comparison was dope in order to en-
,

sure that teachers rated students in a similar

mnnner at the beginning of the study (September,

1976) .

01 vs. 02 this analysis was done in order.to

'present differences in teachers' perceptions due

to the. introduction of T4C determined by both a-

pre
a.

and post-'test.

03 vs. 04 - basically ,this comparison was done to

Os how if there was any difference in teachers',per-

.ceptions due to the pretest and not because of T4C.

02 -Vs. 04 - this analysis was done in order-to.show.

differences in teach6rs' perceptions due to exposure

to T4C1*.after participation in the.pretest.,

.05'vs. 06 this comparison was done ain order to

show differenCes between teachers' perceptions of

'their students 'clue to T4C without the pretest.
. .

lANOVA a sub-4program of SPSS whic
Analysis' of Variance.

;

90
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Analysis of Data

The following tables reflected the student ratings

as perceived by teachers within the study. However, -the

questionnaires possessed a numeric value attached to.each

rating which was4transferred-to the data .banks. The iolv."

-

lowing is an example of that system'of rating..

Very High ' High Average Low Very Low

1 2 3 4 5

Therefore; when interpreting the tables, the re-

searcher related a very high rat'ing'with a numerically low

score and a very low rating witha numerically high 'score:

7

r

f

e

9.1

1

o

re.
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TABLE 1

2X2 ANOVA ROW AND COLUMN SUMS CONCERNING

- 'STUDENTS' LEVEL OF SELF-AWARENESS
'

-41r-

g Group_ Non-T4C' T4C

= 3.051 = 2.617

.Pretested o EX = 360 EX = 335

V = 118 N = 128

a

= 3.142 Tc -= 2.301

pretested' EX = 399 EX = 313

N'
t

127 N = 136

-

II-
Table Ilind'cates the-sum of X, the mean for each,

group,,,and the,number of.cases for each group concern ng

..,

the pretested post-test scores in the area of student !leVel

.....

. A.
of self-awareness. From the coluMn sums Non-T4C was 759

/ ', t '.

and T4C Was 648,''allowing for the Main effects of T4C to be
.

t

estimated. The row .sums for- the pretested group Wis 695 and
o

.

for the unpretested group' was 712, indicating tft effects of

pretesting. Also, the cell means provided f r,the

/ interaction of pretesting and.T4C.

:92

1,
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t
" TABLE 2

SUMMARY OF TWO-WAY ANOVA OF T4C CONCERNING

STUDENTS' LEVELSELF-AWARENESS

U

I

.A
,.

Source
. <

SS df MS - F
. F . 01

:Expected

T4C 52.61 1 52.61. 69.22 6.70

Pretested
.

1.7 1.77 2.33 6.70

T4C X Pretested
.

5.30
.

1

, .

5.30 6.97
,----

6.70

Error 385.61 505 .76 ...,

Table 2 indicates that there is a 1.gnificant.dif-
,

.

ference-at the .01 level of confidence'between the eXp-eri-

m ntal And control grOups when T4C was"the only accomited

dle

factor. The analysis of factor'two which ignored the treat-
e

menu and only considered pretesting,' showed no 'significant

'differerict.. between gralps at thelevelof significancelof .01.

\1.14
4- -

Also, interacabn effects, when'T4C and pretesting were con-
.

sidered,collectively, a significapf difference at the ,01

level was again indicated. Therefore, when considering
-

factorp.one and two, the conclusions .that T4C was the

causing signifi ant,diff,eren a in tote experimental groUp's
6

30

raqng, 'end -not dueto prete ting effects, could be-made.

.
r..41

e.c
. r
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TABLE 3

SUMMARY OF MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS CONCERNING

STUDENTS' LEVELOF SELF-AWARENESS

Source Pretest Post-test -

T4C/Pretested R43.094,a=.976 i=2.617,(1=.906

T4C/Unpfetested . R=2.301p=.863

Non-T4C - Pretested R=2.<949,c1=.950 ' R=;.051,(7=.856

Non-T4C - Unpretested
,

J.R.:3.142,(7=.870

.,4

Table 3 indicates no significant difference .between'

the pretest scotes of the experimental and coArol groups

concerning the students' level of self7awareness. For the

pretest Mean score of the T4C group was R = 3.04p4,a = .1976

.

while the pretest Mean score for non-T4C,grolip was Tc= 2.949
4e

. ,- _

''''''

and a = .950. -Also, tie T-v.alu was 1.18 and the expected
. ..

T,01 4,7-3.29 indicated by -Table 4, thereby adding weight to
..is-.

It assumption that the experimental and. control groups,were
. 1

- ,

rated:similgrly at the beginnin f the study (September, 1976).

9 4

. p
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TABLE 4

SUMMARY OF T-VALUES MEASURING SIGNIFICANT,DIFFERENC

BETWEEN GROUPS CONCERNING STUDENTS'

LEVEL 01; SELF-AWARENESS

.
.Groups

. '

T-Value

*

df
xpectedExpected
T401 Significance

01 .vs. 03. 1.18 244. 3.291
.

1(10 .

al vs. 0'2 -- 8.43 ]-.27

-

3.370
.,

: YES

4

03 vs. 04 r ...-1.87- 117 3.373

,

I

NO

02 vs. 04 ' -3.86 244 3),291 . YES

0.5 .v.s-_06 -71i5. -261 '3.291 YES'
,

Q

Table 4 indicates a Significant difference between -.

the pretest and post- test,scorc Concerning pretested T4C.

For the me n score of 'pretested
f 4C

(01).was/7 of 3.09 and

2.617 was recorded for the post-test (02).' Also, the ex-

ected T.001 was 3,291, indicating 4 significant dlifference,
.1 4 .*

herefore, signifying definite growth within this experi-i

0

. (

mental' group. Y

i 1

.

Whereas in he'pretested now-T4C group the pre-
.

.

.

4

test) mean was 2.9A9 while, the plst-,test mean was 3.151/

the T-Tvalue calculated was 1.87 and the expected T.Q014was

3.37. Statistically, no s4onificant difference between the

pre and po8t-t 8 ratings of the non-T4C group (03 vs. 04)
.;

95 )
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was evident, indicating no growth in the control group.

The post -test score of the pretested T4C.group (01)

was 2.6,1i while the post-test mean score of the 'pretested

control grotto (04) was 3.051: Also, the'T-value was 3.86

while the- 'expected T.001 was 3.291, indicating a signi-
. ve

ticant difference 1-,etwee'n the pogt-te.stratin4s between the
-

-'experimental and.control groups. Therefore,the 74C group

was rated significantly better 'in the post -test ht the

conclusion of the study (January, 1977).

.3,

ot.

The unpretested groups' scores indicated the same
.

AkArelts'.' .The mean score for the-unpretested exTimel
.

, 111 .
.' group -(05)* was 2.301 while the unpreteste0 control''group,'

(06) was 3.142. The Calculated T-value was '`'7.85 and the
:' ', 4.

e

expected.T.001 was 3.291, indicating significantsignificant differ-

ente between fhe two'grdups. Wherefore, tfle assumption

that exposure to T4C caused teachers to,rate their students .

better in 'the area ofself-awarepess after a semester's'

tithe cap be made .c,

,

eAf

09.

9
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TABLE 5

2X2 ANOVA .ROW AND 'COLUMN SUMS CC CERNING

o

STUDENTS' UNDERSTANDING` OF TECHNOLOGY

Group. Non-T4C T4C

x = 3.22 x = 2.742 X'./
A. 4

-Pretested EX = 380 EX = 351

N = 118 N = 12.8

='3.331 =
i . .

Unpretesite EX = 423
, EX = 314

N = 127 N = 136

Table 5 indicates the simCof X, the mean for each
to,

group, and the numbtr of Cases in each group Concerning '

. .

the pietested pOst-test scores'in.the area.' of students'
, c

understanding of technology. The ,column.sum of e non-
. .

T4C group was 803 and the T4C group had a,Num of 665,
. ,

allowing for tke main effect of T4C to be estimated-. The

r

row sum .for the pretested group was 731 and 737 for'the

.

Unpretested group providing for the analysis of the effects

of.pretesting.,FFinaily, the cell mean provided for the l'

i4eraction'of pretesting anti T4C.

97
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TABLE 5

2X2 ANOVA .ROW AND :COLUMN SUMS C4CERNING

STUDENTS' UNDERSTANDING` OF TECHNOLOGY

Group,
4

Non-T4C T4C

x = 3.22 Tc = 2.742

.Pretested EX = 380 EX = 351

,N = 118 N = 12.8
.

...

= '3.331
-

;Z =

Unpretes,ted- EX = 423 , EX = 314

N = 127 N = 136

.Table indicates the sumof X, the mean for each

group, and the numbt-r of cases in each group concerning

the ketestqd past-test scores in, the .area' of student'

.
understanding of technology. The ,column.sum of 14be non-

%

T4C group was 803 and the T4C group had asum of 665,
*

allowing for tie main effect of T4C to be estimated-. The

row sum .for the pretested group was 7i1 and 737 ford tiro
A

Unpretested group providing for the analysis of the effects

oi,pretesting.,veinaily, the cell mean Pi.ovided for the

i4eractioh'of pretesting anti T4C.
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TABLE 6
r

M.

SUMMARY OF TWO-WAY ANOVA OF T4C1CONCERNING

STUD,ERTS' UNDERSTANDING OF 'TECHNOLOGY

.

Source
.

,

SS d MS
...

'F
.

-

F.01
Expected Q.

T4C

.

73.13 1 73.13 94.97

0

6.70

..

Pretested 3.64 1. 3.64

,

4.7.2 6.70

T4C X Pretested 9.49 1 9.49 12.32 6.70

. . .

Error ' 386.6 505

7

Table 6 indicates, through the use of a ttirb-way,

analysis of variance, ,that a 'significant difference at the

01. level of confidence for factor onq (T4C) was evident

concerning the teachers' ratings bf the students' under-
.

standing of &chnology. The calculated F -value was 94.97

and F:0 was 670. An analysis of factor twd which ignored

treatment (T4C) and only tookinto account pretesting,

showed that a F value of 4.'72 was calculated while.the

pected value Ft01 = 6.7i0 indidated no dignificant difference

between the pretesteg and unpretested.yroups. Further, -

,

when testing for interaction with T4C and pretesting an F
4

4 .

value df 12.32 was caldulated and an expected'F.01 = 6.70

9 8

4
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which showed a significant difference. 'Taking factor's one
,

and-two into:account and considering interaction effects,:

the assumption that a significant difference between the

experime-ntal and Control groups can he made. Also, the
/.
conclusion can'he stated that this difference Was,due to

T4C and not the. pretest.

o 1 p

,4>

n

--r

A -

9 9

.*

vI

4t,
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TABLE 7

4
SUMMARY ?F MEANS AND STANDARD WZIATIONS CONCERNING

'STUDENTS' UNDERSTANDING OF TECHNOLOGY

.
,

Source
- ,

Pretest

.
.

.

Post-test '

T4C/Pretesed
- ...

x=3.453,o=.929 x=2.742,o=.844

T4C/Unpreteste6

. .

')7=2:742.,c1=.923

J

No-n-T4C'- Pretested R:=3.288,a=.935 3i.=32,20,0=..935
. .

Non -T4C -t Unpretested '.,/

, ,

3Z=3.3.31,a=.787
i

. .

-

Table 7 indicates np significant differencebetween

, the pretest_ratinqs ofthe experimental and control groups

concerning,thestudents' 'understanding of* technology. The

pretext mean score for the experimental group was X=3.453,

-0=.929, while the pretest mean score for the control group

was, x= 3.288,a =.935. This assumption was strenthened due

to the calculated T-value being 1.39'and T.001 = 3.291

'indicated by Table 8:

two

. 100
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TABLE 8 .

SUMMARY OF T-VALUES MEASURING FOR SIGNIFICANT

0 DIFFERENCE.BETWEEN,GROUPS CONCERNING,

STUDENTS' UNDERSTANDING OF

TECHNOLOGY

/Groups T-Value df
Expected

T.001 Significance

Oi vs. oy
..\ A

'1.39 244

,

3.291
(

.

u

01 VS.
...

.

10.57. 127 3.370 YES

.. -

,

03 .va..

-- ..

,1.38 117 3:373 -

.

AO-

02 vs. 04 4-.. =4.22. 244 . -3.291 YES,
. s

05 ws..06 -9.63

! .-

261 3.291 .

.

YES

Table 8/indicates a. significant difference between
.

the pre and post-test ratings of the experimental group.

For the pretested T4C,group,scored a X = 3.453, for the'pre:k
,

test (O1) and 2.742 for the post-test (02) and the calcu-)

-lated T- -value was 10.57 and T.001 = 3.33, indicating' a

better rating for the experimental group after a semester's

: exposure to MG% 4 .

of

'However, icohcerning'the pretested control group,

no.significant difference was indicated: For'the pretest

r

r

4

te
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(0
3
),mean score was 3.288 and the post-test (0

4
) mean

score %Os-3.220, while the calculated T-value was.1.3

and T.001 was 3.37, indicating no growth without T4C.'

Concerning the post-test scores of the pretested

experimental and control groups, a significant difference

was indicated. For the postiest mean score of the pre'..,

. tested T4C group.'(02):was 2.742' and the post-test mean

.score of the pretested non-T4C group (04) was 3.220, with

the calculated T-value being '-3.86 and T.001 being 3.291,

thereby indicating a significantly better score on the

.post-test by the experimental group (02) in the area of

students' understanding of.technology.

Similar results were indicated for the unpretested

groups. The mean score for the experimental group in this

category 10..0 was 2.309 while the control: group (0) was

3.331. The calculated 'T-value was -9.93' andJT.001 was

3.29.1, indicAing significantly higher ratings than the

unpretested control group (0.6) in the.area of-students'

understanding of tecknology.

7

7

4

162,

O
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, TABLE 9

2X2 ANOVA ROW AND COLUMN SUMS CONCERNING

.STUDENTS' ACADEMIC SKILLS

.,,Group NOn=T4C

. . .

Pretested

)7,=2.949

4X =,348

-x = 2.69

EX =344

a

N-= 118 t1 12.8"

C

-r; 4x = 3.2-44 i=
,o.

Unpretsted EX = 412 `EX.= 370 .

N 1"27 N =

a'

-

Table 9 indicates the sum of X, the mean for each

-

grow and the- number of cases for Ich group concerning the

,:
J. students' academic skills. The column sums.of. non-T4C was

. 0.,
_

.

760, and for T4C 714, whidh allOwed for the estimation of, the

main effects of treatment. The row, sums for the pretested

group was 692 and.for the unpetestea grop 2634 ndicating'

the effects o the pretest. -A,lso, the cell mean- provided

the basis for the interaction of pretesting and T4C..

ti
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.

'SUMMARYOF TWO-WAY ANOVA OFIT4C CONCERNING

TABLE b

.

STUDENTS:'. ACADEMIC SKILLS

.

Source
,

SS
.

.

If

.

MS F
F.01

Expected'

.

T4C 20.08
..,

1'. 20.0,8 19 -.12 ..' E..70,

Pretested . . 3.27 .1 3.27
% .

3.11 6.70

T4C X Pretested 2.12 1 2.12 2.02
b

6.70

Error
1

532.e9 505 ° 1.05 . ..

Table.10.indicates teat therewas'a significant'
,

difference between groups 'since F-calculated was 19.12 and

IF.01 was 6'.70. Concerning only factor two (pretesting),

calculated F ratio of 3.11 was evident and F.01 was 6..70,
/

indicating rio significant difference between groups. When

testing for interaction-using T4C and the pretest, .a ckcu7

dated Fsualue.of 2.02 was found while P.01 was 6.70, indi-.

1

Cating.no:significan.t. diffe) rence, Therefore-, although signi-

ficant differences were evident with T4C, the combined factors.:

ofT4C and pretesting showed no significantdilferences,

dicatincythat differences found among the experimental and v
,116

control grolips were either due to chance/brivome other un-
. , -

' identified factor. Thus, the assumption that differences in.,,

teachert'- ratings concerning the students' acadeMic skills
, .'

,
. , .1, , .

was due tb, T4C, could riot be .stated here.

1.04-
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1.

,TABLE 11

OF MEANS AND ,STANDARD' DEVIATIONS
,

.CONCERt NC STUDENTS' ACADEMIC SKILLS
, -

p..

A

Source .-

,
Pretest' Podt-test

.

T4C/Pretested

.

i

i=3.016,0=1.176 Tc=,695,0=1.16g

T4C/Unpretested . . . , . . . x=2.721,0=1.052

Non-T4C Pretested
. .

.

';=2., 771,o= .973
.-i

2=2..94-9,0= .959

.

Nn-T4C - Uhpretested
,

1 .R=3.244,0= .-b97

.0" Table_1,1 indicates that there, were no significant
.

.

differences between pretest ratings of the experimental. and
,

control groups in the area of students' academic shiAls.

For the mean score on the pretest T4Cgropp J01) mas
'

ITC 3.016, a = 1.170 while the mean score for the pretest

control group (03) was 2.771, a = .973. 3. The .calculated T-

value
-

was 1.79 and T.001 = 3.370, indiCated by Table` 12.
0

Further, the assumption thdt no significant 'difference

between the experimental and controlgroups at the beginnirig
.

of the study' (September, 1976) was evident.

105
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TABLE 12

. I

SUUM1 RY10F T-VALUFSI{EASUnING'FOR SIGNIFICANT

_DIFFERENCE ETETWftN'GROUPS CONCERNING
f

STUDEI\ITS' PCADE/IIC smals
.

.

Groups .\'

,

T-Value dI
Vxpected
T.601 Significance

bi vs. 03 . 1.79
.

244 . 3.291
V

'' NO
,

(11 ys. 02?

.

5.46 127* '3.370
.

YES

03 vs. 04

.

. . .

-2.76
.

,

117

.

3.313'
.

.

NOA

0 vs. 04 1 11.85 244 3.291.

.

'.NO

05 vs. 06 _ 4.33 '6i."- 3.291 ,

I

YES

.Table 12 indicates a significant difference 134=
4

tween the pre and post-test scores of the, experimental
.

.group (01 vs. 02)- For theinean score of the pretested
, .de

gOup 0.1) was 37 = 3.016 and 2.695 for the post-tested group

(02). The calculated T-valUe was 5.46 and T.0,01 was 3.370.
,

however, no significant difference was indicated,-

0

in the pre and post-test scores of the control group (03 vsl

04) : The pretest (03) mean score was 2.771 and tIle post- ) -

. - .

.

test mean score (04) wall. 2%9949, while the carculated
.

.

value was -2.76 and T.001 was 3.3.7.

4,
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, if."

The- comparison of theperetest,groups' posttest

scores (02.vs:. 64) indicated no signifit4nt difference.'

The post -=test mean sCore of thepretedted T4C group, (02)

was 2.69,5 and bhe.post-test mean scoge.otthe pretested cdn-
,

ir trol 'group (041, was -2.72A'while the .calculated T-value-was
.t,

, -1.85 Ind T.,004. was. 3.291.

Thp unpretested experimental and control groups

(05 vs. 06) shmied,a dignificant diAftrenct in the area of

academi' The ,exPerimenal group (05) hid ,a mean'

score qf,2.721 while the control group (06)' had a mean y,

score of 3.244. the calculated T-value was 4.33 and T.001

Due to the fact that there was no dignificant dif-
.

ference,between the. pretested experimental and control.

groups' post7tg t rating (02 vs. 04) and even though there
0

Was, a signifiCant difference between the unpretested ex-- '

perimental and control groups' (05vs. 0.61-rating;7>Ithe

conclusion that this better rating .by the experimental

group 05) Was due to ,P40 cannot be stated. -
- ,

1.07

ti
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CHAPTER V

ti

Summary,'- Conclusions,. & -PocommendationS

TechnolOgy for Children was instituted in the

.Bayonne School System in 1973, seven years after its incepr

tion.by the New,Jersey Division of Vocational Education.

Thisiilandson.approach to learning was intended t9 be in-

corporated into a .heavily .academic atmosphere created by
)

the post-Sputnick era. The Bayonne District began the pf-o-

'gram on a small level involving sixteen teachers ana two

administrators dOting thq_1972-73 school year. By the end°
. t

of that.year, thirty-six teachers had received T4C training

and _a supervisor had also been'assignet. to the program:

Then on February 14, 1974, the Bayonne Board 'of. Eaucation
. .

pissed a resoldtkon,authorj:zintthe Superintendent of

' ,School's to impiement'the Governor's Career Developmeht'Pre4:
. .. .. -.,* 'or

.
, 1

- . I
,eject. Zhi. progtam calle4 for'aqual.time T4CIsupervisor

,-...

00.
.

.
°

N' -- , V'
as part' of its compo?lents, and on April -1,*197.4, a T4C-oo-'

..,.

ordinatbr*was appointed to" triat.positienN "V ' ,

,
- .,?

f ,
-a.,

1:,1NPlg the neext- two lear 3,,-1-4CoAltdinator$ W4li.am
i,. \ .. :.

,.
,'

Horne devised ,:a unique system-oeprov,iding..episodes ort.unis

, -
,

to each T4C
.

tea"allerc assuring full utilization of t e unit.
;..

.. .,

Teacher training wa\s developed 4thebayonpewarea and a
./ ',-..- e .

,,., ..-

training Center wassestab],ished at livary J. Donohoe Schocil
-,

. ;
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it Bayonne. Horne brought the number of T4C trained teach:

ti

V

ers'up,t8 a swelling ninety-three practitioners by September,

1975,'and the pupil poputatioh in.excess of 2,400.

the entire T4C Program was promoted 9n -a .&'.ompletely

;

voluntary basis on th.epart of the teachers, allowing each

to utilize his Aibwp expertise and .teaching situation to the

fullest.

This study had two purposes: 1) lb establish a.

rationale for the positive efficacy of the T4C Program ill
0

the Bayonne School .District by determining if the three

objectives, as outlinedlby the New Jersey T4C Directbr,
. . 4

:Fred J. Droves, were indeed being achieved by, the 2,470

students being4ex to,the prograth and 2).'to provide the

only existing account of,the T4C Program for aileducatbrs.

-The three areas outlined'by,the State Department
© -'

as objectiVes of T4C were improvement in the stud
,

revel oftself-awareness, understand4ng of teFhnology, and

academic skills.

' The _study populatibn consistdd. of. twenty-four
.11

randomly. sglected classes indifferent geographic locationsp,
4

of the city, (total 5(19 studentS). 'Half of these classes
a

e

were expoged to-T4C fora full semester's time (September,

176-- January, 1977), while the'remaining half continued
, .

4.

in a traditionally based setting.

A questionnaire Was - developed and tested to'serve 6

as an attitudinal ratingscale so that the teachers involved

109
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in,the study could rate each W the .students in their .

Classes accordingly. these questionnaires Mere
t,

tered tolhakf of both the experimentailrand control groups,

fallowing the procedures indicative of the Solomon 4 -Group
. ., .

Design. At the end of aisemesterJs'time (J,inuary, 1977)',,-

- *
a second questionnaire, identical to

,

the first, was admin-. ,
/ . :

.
.

.

isteked to the entire sample to determine the perceived

.,.changes or lack of changes in students.,

Conclusions,

This investigation attempted to-determine the ef-

fidacy of theBayonne T4C Program by gathering data through
o

the use of qUetionnairos as tdt teachers' perceptions' in the.

three areas outlined by the State Depai'tment of Education.

concerning T4C.

The following conclusions were reached based on the

'findings:

1. Students exposed to T4C mere perceived by their.

instructors as possessing-a higher ,level of self-

awareness as opposed to the students who/were not

exposed to T4C during the same-time span. In ad-
,
.

experimpntal group teachers.who participated
r

in, the pretest as well as the post-test Viewed

their students as growing, more in the area of self-

-awareness as opposed to teachers participating in

the pre and post-test-in the control grOup. Vir-

tuallyi every child Was rated higher aftdr ex=-

110
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posure:WT4C for a semestels time in this area.

2. Students exposed to T4C were perceived by their
.

..

4 $ . .

teachers as possessing a better. ynderstanding of

bechnology as opposed to students in the control

group. Again,.a significant'differenceindicating

a better' rating of students exposed toT4Cwas

evident in the total sample. Alsok, experimental

group teachers who participated in both the pre

and pbst-test perceiyed more growth in their stu-

dents in this area than the control group teachers

for the same t,ime,Span.
a .

3. Students exposed to T4C were viewed by their in-

structors as showing significant differences in'

dicating a bettpr rating in the pretested experi=,

mental group. However, this rating was nqt signia-

4q4ntly. different from the pretest_control. groktp!S

post-test rating at the conclusion of the istudy.

In addition, theiunpretested experimental group re-

ported a better score thanthe unpretested-corktr61"-

group., Considering these factors, it bepame evident

that these ratings were in conflict.and, therefore,

the researcher could not statethat T4C improved

. the teachers' perceptions of the students" academic

skills.

Therefore,. it could be-concluded that teachers' per-
,'

ceptions of their students after exposure to T4C were generally

0
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Abetter` than the teachers' perceptions of receiving

traditionally based instruction. iTeachers believed and re-

ported same on the attitudinal scales. Whether this growth

was entirely due to T4C cannot be stated-here ,(but` this

assumption can be made), for while, the. Solomon '4-Group Design
. -.

carded a high, cpncerningexternal validity, the 0
.

. , . - . .

,researcher.cannot be totally s.ure tht the teachers theMselves

`gained ambre positive attitude towards their students be-

cause of T4C. If this were the case, the ratings of the

individual studeht might reflect the teacher's attitude.

However, all teachers who 'utilized T4C during this 'study

rated the bulk of their students significantly better in the

areas of self-awareness, and understanding of technology. Due

to the randomization process if T4C only effected the teacher,

some reflection of this phenomenon would have become evident.

Also, the.pretest reported that there was no significant 8if-
4

ference in teachers' perceptions at the beginning of thb study.

If teachers were biased due to TIC ,%,_some indicatiomt would

have to be evident for t teachers involved in'the study

were pre-trained in the T4C'f,hilosophies before the b6gin-
-

jiing "of tt)e study. Nevertheless,, if teachers perceived a

positive growth in their classes, this attitude would be

transmitted to the child thereby contributing -to. a sound

educational environment.

112
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RecommendaelOias' a

The following recommendaeionS,were made based on

the findings of this study:

I

1. The Bayonne T4C Program should be' continuedAn the

,

district in order to enhance the 's-twibnts' level of

self-awareness aand understanding of technology.,

In-servide teacher tl'aining should be-continued

and. expanded in the area of T4C: initia4 training

efforts should be focused on philosophies as well

--'as actual skills.

3. The New Jersey T4C Program Should evaluate its

current program and support its philosophies-with

hard data.

4.' The findings of this study should be utilized as

a basis for future studies of the T4C Program for

the State of New Jersey.
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well as learn something about ecology: (4-6)
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Appendix A

Technology for Children

Unit Kits

Batteri sand Bulbs This "ESS Unit explores the prin-
,

Hciples of,electricity and circuitry through the

use of batteries, and bulbs. (5-6) .

Bottle Recycling - We have a wide range of ideas to be

used with this recycling project. Using old bottles,

which are covered with any number_ of different

decorative products, the students can produce vases

Candle Making ' A uhit used to produce colorful,

1

4) scented candles,in various shapes and sizes.

Easily incorporated into social studies. (2-6)

Cardboard Carpantry This unit works well "with math
. ^

and teaching geometric shapes and structures. 4

b 8' sigts of tri-Wall are, available fv a

?

mu titude of Trojects. (3-6)

Ceramic Til s The students produce tivits or
'

ash rays by mounting ceramic tiles'on,plywood.

base . Excellent for teaching shape and size

relationships. (2-6)

Community Helpers - .
This unit focuses on people in the-

.

community whq help us all. A combination of puzzles,

flannel-board figures, stand-up figures;'and puppets,

'hakes this unit excellent for the primary grades.(K-3)
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"A
Construceo-Straws This unit used straws and plastic

hubr-like connectors to teach structures. Build

'anything from simple geometric silapes to large self-

.standing structures. ('1 -5)

Craft Stick - Popsicle sticks- are used to form

anything from simple' geometric shapes to beautiful

wooden sculptures. (K-6)

Cuiiennaire Rods Color-coded rods are used to teach

fractions. (3-6)

Decoupage - We provide everything but the pictures.

Glue, stain, antiqueing, and pine boards come with

the unit. (3-6)

,Fischertechnik'- A nearly indestructable plastic

erector-type set used to teach the fundamentals of

physics. Motion, gear-tatios, and.leverage,are

explore.' Motorg%ace provided. ,(3-6)-

Floralistics - Using wire,'floral tape, artificial

stemens and a special liquid film, the students

produce artificial plastic flowers. - (4 -6)

Geo Blocks A unit containing a large assort-

, ment of wooden blocks, 'cards for working with them,

and a special teacher's guide. God fd'r use in

teaching geometric shapes and relationships. (3-5)

Glass Staining - Thpre are two different types of units

available in this area-, One provides the students

A:rer
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with plastic sheets, liquid lead, and glass stain.

4
The.other provides bottlei, lead strips,-and glaqs

stain. Both produce beautiful finished products.

The one with the bottles is more difficult to

master. (4-6)

Ice Ciearti We have some electric ice cream

fteters available', .but we, cannot provide the

ingredients. (K-6),

Lacin and Braiding - Long, plastic; dolorful laces may
,

',

be used. to make necklaces, bracelets," lanyards,

' etc. Instruction books included. (4-6)

Leathercraft The students begih.with pre-cut

pieces of raw leather. They tool and stamp the

leather. into different patterns. The leather is
k

,then dyed and lacquered. Thie finished products

are beautiful kay,fobswrist bands; and belts. (3-6)

Macrame,- ' A unit whichproyides booklets and

strings to do various macrame projects. Produce

belts, curtains, and` plant hangers. C4-6-Y

Paper recycling Another.ecology-oriented, unit, paper

recycling shows the students'how,old newspapers

may be used again to make paper of sufficient

quality to write oft. (K -6)'

Photography - Students take their own pictures

and then develop, print, and enlarge them. No

darkroom is necessary. (5-6)
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Planting "We have soil, peat moss,'and a wide

\.variety of plarit.and vegetable seeds available.

(K -6Y

Printing'Press '1,4e have tWo of theSe units available.

4

One. used individual letters about a half inch wide

4.to print. The other'uses smaller individually.

mounted letters. These letters areput into a -

.

block,tolfokff sentences and paragraphs to print
-4

entire messages at one time. The first unit is

good for-grades 1.to 3. The other for grades 4

to 6.'

-Rocketry.-. This, unit' works well...with almost any

aspect of the curriculum. ;The students design,

build, paint,'launch,Pand tiecoVer their own rockets.

We will also offer rockets which take'movilg-and

pbotographs while in !flight. (4 -6)

Rock Polishing We have rock tumblet and crushed,

rock packet. This unit takes three weeks ancii must

be run on a twenty -four hour schedule, .(3-6)

. Sand Art - Colored sand is used'to make

decorative projects in small bowls. We provide

everything. A .difficult, unit for all but `upper

grades. (5-6)

Silk Screen Printing These units can be used to print

t

t

illything from Chritmas cards to T shirts. The

.student makes his own-designs and'messages.'(4-6)

117
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. $ , S mmbgraphy Mathematical'concepts are easilyv.. m,.. .

.incorporated into thisvit. The careful placement
;

- --
of nails' on pre-designed pattern is followed by

connecting the nails with colored string.," The

.., geometric shapes used make this' unity easy to in.-

corporate. (3-6) pi

Tinkertoys - An extra large boX of tinkertoys.

Weaving

Good for shapes and structures: (1-3)

.

. We have square frame looms and

looms available. Good.fog:bicentennial
f

projects. (3-6)
4

Weights and Balances - Not really a unit in itself, but

4

eql

e

few different types of 'scales and
/

balances for

use in the classroom. (K-3)

118
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Appendix 5
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Batteries &
-, -Bulbs
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.

.
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.
.
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.
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.

.

2

, .

,

5

.

, 7

0

.,
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it
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.

,

1

3

,

.

,

.

.
3
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tl.

4

.

5
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6

1

_3
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Cardboard
Carpentry /

,_
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.

. ,

3 . 2

/
.

.

Ceramic tiles
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't

.
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.4.

3
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,

©

,

2

.

.

1

.

1

2

.

1

3

4
.

'

1

.
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, 2

1
.
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.
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'Unit.

no".

fi'of.Times Used School Grade. Section.
.

Fishertecnik

.

.

2
.

,
./

.

5
.

4

1

3

A4.
Geo Blocks

41.4s.1 ,- 7

,r
5 1

-
.

Leathercraft..-

.

.

/

. .,

4

- .

,

l'

4

, 5

5

6

1

3

1

3

,

.

Rocketry

i

,

°' 3

'

.

.

5

i

. .
7

.

.

.

4

6

.

1

3

'3

Syimmography
.

'. 2 '

u 85

4

.

A

6
.

T

3' ,

,
.

\
V

TinkertOys

.

.

3- .k

c

/

-..

3 .

ii.1

re.

m

1

.

.

.

. -.

Weights .
Balances

.,.

3

, .

8

1.

2

3

1

3

r

. .
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Appendix C

TECHNOyDGY FOR CHI4REN

QUESTIONNAIRE #1 - SEPTEMBER, 1976

Teacher's Ndme

Student's No.Me/Number'

Grade Level

DIRE tION4S: Please circle the description you perceive 4s

, most appropriate.

iF 1
,

L''

*
.

* * * * ,* * * * * t' * * * * * * * * It-

r
1. Student's level of self-awareneSs-

a-

*4, *

Very High 4 High ;Average -Low Very Low
1 ' 2 #

'

3 4 5, ,s,

. 1.

2. Studenesunderstanding of technology,

Ver'y High

sm.

academic-
6

skills3. Student' s

nigh Average- Low Very Low
2 3 4 5

1'

Very High High Average Low: Very Low
2 3. 4 . 5

* * * * * *6 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *s* * *

School
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Letter One: Sent to -half the experimen
and half the control groups.

GOVERNOR'S CAREER DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

Richani AV..Pct-vistle
PROJFJCI,DIRE$TOI

Michne-1A. Wanko
MULTIZIEDIA COORDINATOR

Willem D. Horne
Tr.einiotbuY INRCRILDREN COORDIN ATOR

Clifford G. Doll
.T0.4 PLACEIIEr COORDINATOR

1

Dear Colleague, 1!"..

'Bayonne Public Schools

Avenue A and 29th Street

)ayonne, N. J.

September 8', 1976 4.

.4
e The attached questionnaire .concerned faith 'your p?r-

,ception of spec:if-lc student charactbr.istich _, is -part' 2f m
- district-wide study to determine the efficacy of 'tile Tech- _*

nology for Children Program. The results _pf- tills, study_will
help provide 'preliminary. criteria to be used for develoPing ,

a ?Setter' VC' Program in', tAe Bayonne Dr istri .,.. ..
.

.. C .§___

Your responses' are particulAray- ous becguse of
t your experience in elementary education,. enclosed

questionnaire has been testette-with a sap.1,ing of teachers,...-

. both T4C trained and. -adi o.nally ,bizsed, and it has -been .. _.--..
rvised in order' tt abtai all nece4Ayt( _data' while re- .104- .

quiring only -a minimu of time. , -
e 1

(°
. v ..

k.

It will be
,

preciate- .if ,you will cbmpliOrte theme , k_ .)

- * questionnaire prio . -to Sep mh6t. ''./, .1976 and return it in''
the a'ddreond -rnt r-sehool en,yclope ()inclosed. Other, phases ...

. .of this .esearch, an:'-c' be'cl'r.i.ed out -until, analysis of. r r

.
the q4f nna,kxe cults w he 'mailed, to. you upon 'request., ..

-',% .

Tha yk yo for our C,,00peratTon. ;:.. : ti .

Sto 0

r--
Enc .

msm:

az444.6,
t -

. 2/. . --,P-"5:-..
Sincerely yours ei ', ,

I, ) . , : ,

1

,
,,

It
.- ._.

47

- 4 P

1 22

Michael A. Wank()

c



Appendix E

TECHNOLOGY EORCHILDREN

0QUESTIONNAIRE #2 JANUARY; 1977

. Teacher's Name

St4dn s Name/Number 0

I 7-°

Y: Grade Level

r

QUESTIONS: Please circle the description you perceive'

as most appropriate.

r '
.

* * * * * * * *- * * * * * * * * * * * * * li * * * * * * *
s e s

< I--
,

Student's level of ,splf-awer,enese

Very .High High Average Low Very Low
1 . 2 3" 4 5

2. Student's understanding of technology

Very High . High , Average Low Very Low
1 2 .3 4 - 5

3. Student's academic skills

Very high High Average Low
1 .2 3 4

Ve..4 Low

,

t * * *.* '* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *.*

'

A

School

123'
I/ y
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Richard W., Entwistle

'Ear= Ennecron

3
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Appendix F

Letter-Two: Sent to all who had participated
in the pretest.,

GOVERNOR'S GAREER7by,ELOF;MENT PROGRAM
Bayonne Public Schools

Avenue A and 29th Street

Bayonne.. N. J.
. , ,

Michael A. Wanko
attrutr.DIA COORDINATOR

William D. Horne
. ...Tromoi.trov lOli clILLDREN COORDINATOR

CHUM G. Doll
40D.PLACEMENT COORDINATOR -

: s . 4.

ri 'C

91

4.

I

January 5, 1977

Dear Colleague,
1'

Attached, is a follow-up questionnaire concerned. with
your perception of specific student characteristics in re-
lation to the Bayonne T4C Program. {-

Your responses on tae firs't questionnaire were most
helpful and with your cooperation, this second sampling'
should provide the sufficient data required in order to

4 complete the study.

Please complete the questionnaire prior to January 19,
1977` and return it in the addresied inter-school envelope
enclosed. Again, if you desire a summary of, questionnaire
results, they will, be mailed to you upon request.

Ext.. 284 -245
437-3000'

0.

Enc.,

msm:

111,

Thank you for your cooperation.

Sincerely yours,

AL( p
Michael A. Wanko



Richaid W. Entwistle
pawn= DIRECTOR
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Appendix G

Letter Three:' Sent to all who had not received
pretest. ,

tGOVERNOR'S CAREER DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

-..MIctAel A. Wanko
lanst-miumA COORDINATOR

Wllllam D. Home
TECHNOLOGY or CITU.DREN COORDINATOR

'. Clifford G. Doll
LIMB PLACEMENT COORDINATOR

Debar Colleague,

The attached questionnaire concerned,with ,your per-cepEiori of ,specific student characteristics is part of adistrict-wide study to determine the efficacy of the Tech-nology for Children Program. The results of-. this. studywill help provide preliminary criteria to be used' for
developing a better T4C Prpgram in the Bayonne district.

Your responses are particularly desikaiis'becaUse.of
your experience in elementary eduction. 'The' 'enclosed ques-tionnaire- has been tested with a saripEng 6:f teachers, both
T4C trained and traditionally based, and it,rias 'been re- `,vised in order to obtain all necessary data while requir-
ing only a minimum of your time.

Bayonne Public Schools

Avenue A and 29th Street

Bayonne, N. J.

January 5, 1977

4

Ext. 244-285
437 -3000

It will be appreciated if you will complete the:
questionnaire prior to January 19, 1977 and return it in
the addressed inter-schc.',ol envelope enclosed, Other phasesof this research cannot be 'carried ,out until, analysis of
the questionnaire data is completed. A summary of question-paire results will ,be mailed to you upon request.

Enc.

msp:

,Thank 'you, for your' cooptrItioh
t4,

-Sincerely yours,

:/c Zatiih---
Michael A. Wanko
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Appendix H

.

CANDLE
MAKING

BATTERIES
a

BULBS
ROCKETRY

LEATHER
CRAFT

7"'

STORAGE
SHELVES

I

FILES

LUMBER
STORAGE

WORK
TABLES

W
_JI 0

r- 0
W;mom

0}
Z

<

>-I
cD0
2
2
>-
u)

.

0
0
0

T 4 C TEACHER 'TRAINING CENTER

SCALE = I- o

4
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Appendix I

INDIVIDUAL RESULTS ON PRE & POST QUESTIONNAIRE

`CL_ASS

Questionnaire I Questionnaire II

Student
Number

Question
Number Description

S

4

I

1 V II A L W
2 V II A W
'3 V Ii A L W

1

2

3

II A L.

II A L W
H A L W

1 V I I A L W
. 2 . AI II A:I, W

3 V II A L W

*,1 V II A L W
2 V II A L W
3 V Ii A L W

1- V II A L'Ig
2 V II A L W
3 V II A L 11

1 - V II A W
2 V II A L W
3 V II A L W

1

2

1

2

3

II A L W
II A L W
1-1A L W

II A L W
II A L W
II A L W

.
1 V II k L II
2 VIIALW W
3 V II A LAW

1 V II A L W
2 iV II A L W
3 i. V H A L W

1 . V II A L W
2 V II A L W
3 V W

27 - ,

Question
Number

1

2

3

1 V H A L W
2 V II A L W
3 V A L W

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3.

1

2

3

3

1

2 '

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

1,

1

3 .

.4,

Description

V II A L W
V II A L W
V II A L W

V II A L W
V II A L W
V H A L W

V II A L W
V II A L W
VHALW
V II A L W
V Ii A L
V, H A L 14-

V 13 A L
V Ii A L W

,V II L-W

V II A j,

V II A L W
L W

V 1-1 A L

V II- A L W
vnALw
V II A L W
V, II A L

V II A L W

V-I1 A L W
V II A L W
v h a 1 la,

V II A L
V II A L W
V H A L W
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Appendix

'INDIVIDUAL ,RESULTS ON POST QUESTIONNAIRE

CLASS

IJESTIONNAIRE II .POT-,TES'i

Student,
Number

Question.
Number Description'

0

ow-4.

-t

1

2

3

1

2

.3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

,3

1

2

3

1

2

3

.128

1.2
1 2

1 2

1 2
1 2
1 2

3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5

3 4 5
3

3\4
5

3 5

1,2 3 4 5
1.2 3 , 4 5
1 2 3 4 '5

1.2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4.5
1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5

- 1 2 3 4 5
1.2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5

`/
1 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5

,1 ,2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 ,4 .5
1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3' '5

1 2 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5

.
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